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Forwsrd

Over the years I have told my children and grandchildren stories of
my life, before, during and after the war.

They often said, "Dad, Grandad", whY don't you write these

stories down whilst you are able to remember the details.

This prompted me to write my story, which includes Vera's story,

her story is mine and my story hers.
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Vera at Bolton abbeY 1957

Age 40 years
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Taken in Cairo 1943
Age 28 years
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My Ltfe In The Twentieth Century

Chapter One

191s - 1920

The First World War was going into its second year when I was born in Hunslet a suburb

of Leeds, onthe 14th June 1915, the third son, fourth child of William and Harriet Allen.

The second son Edgar died before I was born. My mother Harriet was born in West

Derby in Liverpool, at the age of nine years her father died and her mother was offered a

job with a houie in Halifax Yorkshire. She moved back to Liverpool to Garston in her

teens. My father came from Woolton Village.

At the time of my birth my parents were living in Leeds where my father had been sent to

work in a bakery, that being his trade, but they missed life in Liverpool and longed to

return. Their dream became reality sooner than expected when my father lost his job in

Leeds and they returned to Woolton, to live in a terraced house in Cobden Street, off
Quarry Street, by this time I was six months old.

Soon after their return my father was called up to join the armed forces of the Kings Own

Liverpool Regiment, and soon afterwards was posted to India. Not long after my father's

posting my mother gave birth to her fourth child, my sister Nelly, who was born on 27th

March 1917. What I *ur unaware of at that time, was another baby girl had been born in

Halewood on the 15th February lgl7 , she was to grow up and become my wife of sixty-

two years!

There are two extremely clear memories of events which took place in 1919, the fnst

when I was four years old; whilst playing with other children in the house at Cobden

Street a stranger knocked at the door, handed something in and went away. When he had

gone all the adults were holding each other and crying fiercely - I found out later it was a

ielegraph boy delivering the news that my Uncle Edgar had been accidentally killed
whilst serving in France.

The next vivid memory was one day whilst I was sat on the front doorstep of the house

with my mother who had my baby sister on her knee, we were waiting for my father to

come home from India. On the opposite side of the street a neighbour was sitting on her

step and taunting me 'your father isn't coming!' The next thing I remember of that day

wai waking up with my mother beside my bed, a soldier stood in the doorway; he came

over to 111" rcoop"d me into his arms and carried me downstairs. Later that day my father

carried me on his shoulders through Quarry Street to the swings.

Towards the end ofthat year there was a further addition to the family, my sister Miriam
was bonL the fifth child, third daughter who was to be baptised Edith Miriam after my

mothers elder sister, Aunt Edie.
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In the autumn of 1920 I started school at St Peter',s Infant Department in c!{c-n Road

Soutlr, Woolton. After being enrolled on the first day I was given a de1!, wh-ich I shared

with another new starter, H;ry Bushell, we became life long friends' Harry-became a

butcher in later years, *orking for Gambles in Allerton Road, Woolton' I still

occasionally see Hary; he is Ih" .u-" age as me, eighty-three! His father, Ben Bushell

lost a leg inthe ** U"i still managed a job as a Park Keeper for the Woolton Village

pond and grounds.

Christmas of 1920 the infant school had a party, the memory of which will last forever

because of the magical experience of meeting Father Christmas for the first time! The

teacher ordered silence, and explained the quieter we were the more likely we would be

to hear the reindeer belis jingling. Hear them we did, they stopped outside the school

door and we sat in awe u* *I *iit"d for Father Christmas, and the presents which he

brought, one for each and every one ofus'

8i11, my elder brother was eight when I started school, he had been transferred to the

junior school opposite St Petir's Church, it was his task each day to escort me safely to

school, then run up the hill to his school in order not to be late. At the end of each day I

would wait for Bill to pick me up and together we would wend our way home'

ln1922I was transferred to the junior boys school in Church Road' opposite St Peters

Church. My first teacher *u, Mi5 Porter; she seemed to like me as she treated me so

*"if. gV the rniddle "iifr" 
first year she would send me on errands for which she gave

me two pence p", *ek. She also made me the pen monitor,I had to give out the pens

each morning and collect them inthe afternoon'

I then moved to another class; the teacher was Mr Jim Crawford' He was very popular

with the childreq but died soon after that frst year. We then had a new teacher who was

even more popular. He was very keen orr.pon and intry{uced baseball to the school'

His name wasMr G. C. Armour commonly known as G'C'

He made me the coal monitor, which was hard work; I was responsible for keeping the

coal buckets filIed. The Headmaster was a disciplinarian and used the cane often All the

teachers sent the pupils to him to receive their punishment for misdemeanours' There

was one o"rurior, *ii"n a boy broke the classroom thermometer in a fit of temper; the

Headmaster assembled atl the pupils to witness his punishment, I suppose to deter us

from doing sucfr tfrinls. i. **'rnuOe to bend or"iu chair and given six strokes of the

cane. I think today it would be called a flogging'

The Headmaster gave me the job of making the teachers tea at lunchtime until one day,

when I made the tea before the water ma tolea. I thought that if the steam was coming

out fromthe spout ofthe kettle it was boiling. The job was taken away from me after

that.
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Chopter Two

The Great Depression ond its Consequences

The economic situation that existed in the Country during the 20's and 30's was the worst

depression ever known, millions of men were registered unemployed (women were not

counted as unemployed and therefore did not appear on the Unemployment Register).

Wherever you went there were endless queues of men waiting daily to 'Sign on', in order

to claim their dole money, which was a pittance'

The majority of these men had just returned from a devastating war, which they had been

informed would make Britain a better place in which to live! People were poor, the

bigger the family the poorer they became, it was seen as a tragedy when a family was told

there was another babY on the waY'

Dole money consisted of two shillings a week, per child; local parish councils s9t up

funds to t 
"-tp 

wherever they could. In extreme cases of poverty an application for Parish

Relief could be made, if successful the applicant was issued with food tickets, not money'

The tickets could be exchanged at nominated shops for food. To receive this help a

means test was necessary, tfrs entailed a home visit from an inspector whose aim was to

see what, if anything, ,o,rld be sold before they would even consider a claim. Children of
unemployed men wire issued with six dinner tickets per week at school; these in turn

coulilbe exchanged at a dinner centre for a meal a day Monday to Saturday'

By the time I reached the age of five our family must have been one of the poorest in the

,illug., I often wonder holimy mother managed to survive and raise her family in such

exteiuating circumstances. However, survive she did, and went on to live to the ripe old

age of eighty- nine, God bless her!

During this period there were other charities at work helping the poor, one such

organlsatior, *u, the Liverpool Police who helped cloth children who were dressed in

what I would describe as 'rags'. The policeman on beat would watch out for these

siblings, and report back to his sergeant, who in turn would find out the relevant address

and visit the homes to speak to the parents about the charity. Many parents were so

ashamed they would refuse any form of help.

The day the Liverpool Police charity visited our home I remember my mother crying with

the shame of it att, but she was a practical person and agreed to the help they were

offering. A letter was given to her with the names of those of us who were to receive

clothes]namely those Jf school age. We went along with Mother and the letter to Rose

Brow Police Station in Liverpoot, gilt, Jinnie, Nelly and myself' We entered-a large hall'

which was crarnmed full with hundreds of children; girls queued one side and boys the

other! Long lines of trestle tables stretched as far as the eye could see, each heavily laden

with clothes laid out ready for issue.
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The girls were allocated two sets of underclothes, two gym slips. trvo *'hite blouses'

stockings and a pair*oi.fogr. The boys received two sets of underclothes' t\^'o shirts' one

moleskinjacket,onepairoftrousers'twopairsofsocksandapairofclogs'

oncethegoodswerereceivedeachchildhadtotrytheclothingforsize,ifnot
satisfactory in fit, ;k thty *tt" fot.u ttntryt*;nt' Ol,::*'*tion of this exerclse we

were allow.a to nu* ,urra*i.rt., and a a'iot u"ro'e setting offon the homeward journey

I
T
I
T
T

The only drawback with the free clothing was the uniformity' the clothes were all similar

and every one in thr;;;;il"*h""d il; ;;y *".. police i...,", much to our parents

embarrassmert. M;;;fi; 
"totrr 

**,urJ *"ii"g, *itt, * extremely distinctive aroma'

because of this awful smell we were ,"gi"g;rro-f;m the rest of the children at school'

TherewasalsoacharitycalledtheGoodfellows,whodeliveredhamperstotheneedyon
ChristmasEve.Alargeflunilureva:,u*".o*othestreetsandeveryoneinthe
neighbourhood was oit waiting *)(i"".rv, pt"ii"gttraltrr;v would be amongst the lucky

few who received a hamper together *t t;;ffi fo-r each child in the family'

via the citY tram.

a living.

received the hamPer, and

t
T
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I

I

I
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I
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one such christmas we were amongst the fortunate' we

fr"r"ttr, what a wonderful time that was!

Anothersightcommoninthosedayswasthebyel'ors1...r*""orfourmendraggedit
around the streets with a sign attached to it reading' ex servicemen with wives and

children to support'.'b;;,il;a ,r," nJi;-;hiti nro{.c1d the music; the others used

tin boxes in which t" ""ii"tt 
*t'"t*9' tr'J n9"ii:d :P''-t i". flH;t[H:;1Tffie;,

were without an arrn, or leg lost during battle in the war' ln

In those days we rarely had cake,except when my mother made apple pies and currant

cake on Sunday afternoons, she alway, ;;J;-";gh for tea on triondays after school'

Iwasoneofagroupofboyswhowolldgatherby.theDerbyArmsatthecornelofVale
Road and WooltonRoad, io wait for the ii.r ro*irg home from the Wagon Works in

Garston.Weaskedthemiftheyhadu,'yb,.udleft,thesemenknewwewerelookingfor
cake or biscuits i;;;ld ,-u* ,o*. f"; W dad- discovered what we were doing

and put a stop to *" ffi; i'"t"' he did not want me begging'

During the strike of 1926I witnessed some of the bitterness of the strikers from the

wagon works, "r" "i,t. -.n who lived in the same street as I, had gone to work' he

was called a black reg or scab. The .t itr. a."ri with him severely. As he tried to get

home one evening GV caughthim and; *'t'ot'" whip,ed' he walked with his head

to one side from,h*-rilA the whipping had-done ,orrr.ihi,g to his neck and some

ii*.-ut., this incident he tried to commit suicide'

During the early Twenties the government brought in what we call today a "workfare

scheme". Men on the dole had to *ot[ fo' their-dole mon€y without any extra money for

working. The dual carriageway orgiiiro"ot-n""owas built with this sort of labour'

4



Hundreds of men with had no experience of hard labour were put to work on this road;

my father who was a master baker, was one of these men. It was painful to seehim

staggering home at the end of the day exhausted. He had blistered hands and a bad back

aftJiusing a pick and shovel; his hands were more used to mixing dough than using a

pick.

My mother tended to his blistered hands and massaged his shoulders each night, I heard

*", ,uy that it had been a better life in the trenches of Flanders fields than this. If the

truth be known many men died as a result of building these roads. SIIADES OF TI{E

BURMARAILWAY
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Chapter Three

Helping with the HousekeePing

One Friday in June 1924 my father came home and gave my mother six shillings for the

weeks housekeeping, she burst into tears, the rent was five shillings per week which left

her with one striiting and seven mouths to feed - an impossible task. It transpired that my

father had called in at ttre local public house and proceeded to spend her housekeeping on

ale.

The following Monday mother went to the Parish Council office to apply for parish relief

urrd o, Tuesdlay an inspector called to means test us. On completion of his inspection it

was suggested that my mother could, and should, sell her cabinet gramophone before

tney wlita be able to make any form of assistance. This was my mothers pride and joy,

*d orr" of very few, she refusid flatly to sell it and said we would starve first rather than

part with her prize possession.

At this time I was nine years and Bill, my brother, was 12, we decided to try and help

with the housekeeping so the following Saturday we walked two miles to Halewood and

visited as many farms as we could in our quest to obtain work. By chance we Saw some

men working in fields, we approached the farmer with them and asked for work, he

laughed outloud - a couple of boys looking for work seemed funny to him' As we

wafted away he called ui back informed us he admired our spirit and would find us work

for two weeks.

Our workload was for two hours each morning before school and two hours after,

commencing the following Monday. To arrive in time for work we left Woolton at 5am

and walkedLirUy to Haliwood. We were so worried about sleeping in we enlisted the

help of the local knocker upper, an elderly lady who lived in Cobden Street. Of course

there was a charge for her services, which was six pence per week, however, because we

were only two youngsters the cost would be three pence to us'

Billy Grace the farmer, paid us each two shiltings and six pence per week, but during the

second week I became extremely weary, Bill told me to have a lie down under the hedge

which I did and after a short rei feh much better. When the farmer came into the field

later that day he noticed the grass was flattened where I have been laid. At the weekend

when we went for our pay he had deducted one shilling and three pence from my wages!

This did not stop,5 *rtrirg home to proudly present my mother with five shillings for

the frst week and three shillings and nine pence the second one!
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During the August Bank holiday 1924 a further addition was added to the family, my

sister Mona was born. There was an agricultural show at Calderstones Park that day, Bill
took me there about nine-o clock in the morning, and we took some sandwiches and a

bottle of water to keep us going. After a while I became tired and wanted to go home,

Bill said we had to stay at the show until it ended and when we arrived home we would
have a new brother or sister! At nine the show closed and we wandered home, on arrival
I was escorted upstairs to see my mother who proudly showed me a new baby girl; my
thoughts were "How did Bill know this would happen?" When the time came for our
new arrival to be baptised a name had to be found, at that time my father's favourite pub

was called Mona's Castle, hence the name Mona.

October came, Bill and I decided we should try our hand at potato picking, we found

work at the same farm in Halewood at arate of three shillings each per day; this meant

we were each able to give mother fifteen shillings per week. She was over the moon and

insisted we have sixpence each for pocket money.

My father was keen on discipline and enforced this with the use of a leather strap; in
particular he seemed intent on picking fault with Bill, who was always getting a thrashing

ior something or other. One day my father was so displeased by something Bill had said

to my mother he became incensed and chased Bill up the stairs, frantic to get away Bill
hid in a corner but was discovered by my raging father who rained blow after blow on

him. I couldn't think of anything to do so I yelled at him to stop and called him a bloody

coward; he turned on his heels and came after me. I ran out into the street, he did not

follow, but later on when I returned home he administered the relevant punishment with
his belt.

By this time I had been transferred to junior school, so Bill and I were able to walk
together. There were two ways to school, the short cut via Mill Stile, which was a

footpath with just a ledge between two quarries, with a five-foot wall either side. There

was a sheer drop of about fifty feet on both sides of the wall to the quarries below. We

were forbidden by my father to use this path and he had instructed the local policeman

should he discover us taking the short cut to belt us and send us back the long way. One

day we were caught, we received a belt from the policeman, and sent back the long way

which in turn made us late for school this resulted in a caning from Mr Learoyd, whose

policy was punctuality! The day's happenings were relayed to father who immediately

removed the infamous belt and proceeded to give us a further dose.

With hindsight I now realise why the Mill Stile was forbidden territory, my father must

have worried that as children we may be tempted to climb the wall and run the risk of
falling into the quarry below.

On another occasion my mother was taking the girls for a day out, I wanted to go and

when told a firm 'no' retorted with 'I hope it rains on you!' Not impressed my father

disciplined me (with the belt!) and sent me to bed without anything to eat.

8



It was my father's intention that we should grow up to be honest, in one instance Bill
came home with a comic he had taken from a counter when the shopkeeper was not

looking. He was frog marched back to the shop, made to apologise for the theft then

taken io the police station where my father did no more than request Bill be put in a cell

for a coupl" of ho*s to teach him a lesson. It was a lesson learned well, he never stole

again!

Bullying at school was extremely common and my father insisted that we learn to defend

ourselves. There were two boys called Charlie and Bob Owen who were giving grief at

school my father insisted that Bill should confront Charlie Owen and sort it out. A fight

took place and Bill gave Charlie a hammering, the bullying ceased from then on.

During the football season we would use our Saturdays by helping to prepare for the

weekly football match on a field which we called the "backfield". It was behind the

houses in Gladstone Street and between Vale Road and Quarry Street. On the Vale Road

end there was a high thorn hedge and at the Quarry Street end was a four-foot sandstone

wall. To stop peof,b watching the match free of charge, a screen of hessian about 3 ft

high was attached to poles in the ground'

On Saturday morning 3 or 4 children would help put up the hessian in return for free

tickets for the match-and in the afternoon we would help take it down again. The field

was owned by Fosters Dalry Farm in Quarry Street, (the farm buildings are still there to

this day, but the field is all built up).

During the summer months cows grazed onthe backfield and it was always full of
daisiei. The farmer allowed us to go into the field where we made daisy chains. The

football club that played there was called the Woolton Juniors. In those days we had our

hero players and one such hero was Snacker Quick he was the main goal scorer and was

very popular; we all wanted to be Snacker Quick.

The same farrn, Fosters, also supplied materials for our beds, as we were too poor to buy

mattresses. We had palliasses, which were filled with chaff for our beds. Each year in

the spring the threshir came to Fosters FarnU they allowed us to use the fresh chaffeach

year and nulny families took advantage ofthis.

Early n lg27 Bitl left school and began work on a farm in Hillfoot Road, the farm

buildings remain even to this day, the fields have disappeared, taken over by Allerton

Cemetery, the remaining buildings are in Springwood Avenue'

Whilst working at Oak Farm Bill was able to procure a part time job on my behalf, the

day began ut rL o'clock delivering milk to customers in Higher Road, Hunts Cross, and

uguil Jfter school delivering the fresh afternoons milking to the same customers. I used a

lige bicycle with a front .urrirr, which held thirty pints of milk to deliver the goods; it

*u, u hazardous task! My wages atthattime were six shillings per week'

9



At the age of thirteen I finished school and went to work fulltime at the farrg seven days,

eighty-four hours per week, with a wage of eight shillings in recognition of the same.

During this period the final addition was made to the family, my sister was born; duly
named Lucy Madge after a friend of my mother who was also Madge's godmother.

There were now two boys and five girls.
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Chapter Four

Highlights of the 20's

In1925,my Father, trying to make amends for his drinking habits, decided to do

something to help financially, just before Easter 1925 he decided to make Hot Cross buns

for sale, he sent Bill and I out the week before Good Friday to get orders for the buns.

They were to be sold in a bakers dozen,13 for one shilling or 7 for sixpence; we were

successful beyond our wildest dreams and received orders in excess of 1000 buns.

Considering he only had a small oven by the side ofthe coal fire, and was only able to

bake 18 buns at atime this was a mammoth undertaking. My Dad, Murn, Bill and myself

started work about lunchtime on the Thursday and finished cooking over 1000 buns by

Friday lunchtime, working throughthe night. Dad made the buns, Bill & I cleaned and

gr"urld the trays as they were emptied and brushed the buns with milk and egg before

cooking. Mum put the buns on cooling trays and as they cooled stacked them and

"or...d 
them with a white cloth to keep them fresh; she also kept us going with cups of

tea and sandwiches.

On Friday at luncfutime Bill and I were issued with a large basket each and we started the

delivery, which was completed by teatime. After the success of that operation Dad

decided to continue by making all sorts of cakes for sale, jam tarts, egg custard pies, meat

pies, teacakes etc. It was hard work, especially for Bill and I who had the job of selling

ihem door to door, Dad applied for, and received, street trading licences for us, we had a

large badge on our arms, licences to be street Hawkers.

We would go out with these large baskets during school holidays, and at other times we

would collect orders and deliver them after school. Just about that time the new Bear

Brand Silk Stocking factory opened in Vale Road, onthe site of the old Gas Works, so

every lunchtime we would be outside selling meat pies to the girls for their lunch.

Before Christmas that year Bill and I received orders for 200 x 1lb. and 21b. bun loaves,

which were made in the same oven, another big job. We had built up a nice business but

Dads drinking put an end to it, the more money that came in the more drinking he would

do.

1927 andChristmas was drawing near, my sister Nelly had seen a doll in the corner shop

window which she liked, it was priced at 5 shillings, mother could not afford to spend so

much on one present. I decided that Bill and I would start carol singing two weeks before

Christmas and with my share of the money I would buy the doll. Each night after carol

singing I would take my share of the money to the corner shop and by Christmas Eve I
had paid in fuIl and Nellie had her doll on Christmas morning.
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During 1926 there was a general strike nation-wide and everybody withdrew their labour

with the exception of certain essential services, one of these being the Gas Works in Vale

Road. During the strike no coal was available, but the Gas Works sold coke at 9 pence

per sack. Bill and I made a cart out of a pair of old pram wheels and an orange box, with
this we carried coke for people from the gas works, they paid us one shilling, which gave

us a profit of 3 pence per sack. We did very well while it lasted.

Every year atravelling fair came to Woolton on the old quarry site in Quarry Street. It
would usually stay for about one week, it brought a bit of happiness to our lives, even if
we hadn't any money to spend it was good to go and see it. At the same time a travelling
salesman came selling dishes, he called himself CHEAPJACK and the way he handled

the dishes was a show itself, crowds gathered to watch, listen and occasionally buy.

Many times on a Saturday evening Dad would take Bill & I to St. Johns Market in
Liverpool to buy some meat for Sunday. In those days there were no refrigerators or
freezers to keep the meat fresh, so the butchers had to sell it by auction, around 10.00pm.

it was possible to get a very good joint for a few shillings.

One of the butchers was an old comrade from Dads army days, if he saw Dad in the

crowd he made sure that he got a good joint. Dad would then buy some salt fish this

looked like a large white board full of salt, when he got home it was put in soak for the

night to get rid ofthe salt and to soften it ready for boiling. We had this fish for Sunday

breakfast and it was delicious!

Friday night was pocket money night for us; we each received one penny to spend, as we

liked. Saturday afternoon was Cinema Matinee day and the entrance fee was 2 pence.

We would ask the neighbours if they wanted any errand's doing or odd jobs, look for
bottles we could take back to the shops to get the deposit from thern, anything at all to
help get the two pence for the matinee. Occasionally on Sunday mornings we received a

special treat, when we woke up we would look to see if there were any packets of sweets

for us on the mantelpiece, sometimes we were lucky, most times disappointed!

There was a widow next door but one, she took in washing and ironing to make a living,
and she had a small cart on wheels to collect the dirty washing and to take it back when

frnished. One of her customers lived in Queens Drive Mossley Hill and my job was to
collect the dirty washing after school on Monday, and return it on Friday. It was a long

walk, so I would take my baby sister Nelly with me and she would ride on the cart on top

of the washing. We always received a piece of apple pie or an apple at the Mossley Hill
end, together with a piece of cake, and in addition three pence for the journey.

During the summer holidays it was a real treat to be taken to Calderstones Park for a day

out, mother would make a picnic with sandwiches and lemonade, we played games as a

family rounders cricket, football etc. To be taken to New Brighton on the tram and ferry
was something very special. In the summer holidays Bill and I were not allowed to wear

our shoes, they had to be away ready for the next terrn, many a time we have walked to
the Pier Head in Liverpool, or to Oglet Shore in Speke bare foot.
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In those early days transport was limited too, they had wagonettes, horse drawn carts with
rows of seats from back to front with a canopy over to keep the rain ofl the wagonettes

came out from Liverpool to the Gardeners Arms in Vale Road Woolton. When the people

came out of the pub they would scatter any loose change they had just to watch us

children scrambling in order to pocket the most coins, this often ended with the children

fighting one another for the money.

Another thing Bill & I would do was go to the Golf links in Allerton to caddy, the bags

were extremely heavy and had to be ferried, it was hard work to carry them around

eiglrteen holes which was quite a few miles, the reward for this was 9d.
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Chapter Five

Hard lYork and Early Rising

During the winter of 1928 my two cousins Jim & Edgar Lord were working at the

Tannery in King Street Garston, they had managed to procure a job for me if I was

interested. It was fewer hours than I was working at the farrn, with substantially more

money, so I accepted the job. I walked to Garston each morning about 3 miles, the

working day began at 7.30 a.m. and finished at 5.30 p.m.

We had to be on the road at 6.45 am. to arrive in time, and we walked home at the end of
the day. I was now only working 48 hours per week instead of 84, Monday to Saturday

lunchiime,I had my weekends ofi plus benefit of earning two shillings per day extra

which was l0 shillings a week. The work was hard and cold in the winter; everybody

had to wear clogs because of the type of work we were doing. Clog irons wore out very

quickly and haJto be changed r"g.rlarly, otherwise the wooden sole would wear thin and

b""o-. dangerous, there was a boot maker in King Street willing to put a new set of
irons on while you waited. The older men offered me 3 pence to take their clogs to be re-

ironed during tire lunch break, on one ofthose days I could go home by bus, the fare was

2 pence.

During 1929 Bill got himself a job at Court Farm in Halewood, the farm that we had

worked doing the weeding a few years earlier. It was a dairy farm with 100 head of
milking 

"o*i, 
a beef stocf herd, pigs and poultry. Bill told me there was a job for me if I

wanted it; the wages were double that of the Tanyard, f 1 per week. With a longer

working week, back to 84 hours, I took the job and began work in the spring of 1929;l

did not like the Tannery so I was overjoyed to be back on the farm.

Starting time was 6.00 arn finishing when the necessary work was completed, usually

aroundl.3g pm. In the summer during haymaking or harvesting we worked till 9.00 p.m.

or even 10.0b p.m. After milking in the morning about 8.00 a.m. we had half an hour

break for tea and sandwiches. First of all I had to learn how to milk, this took about six

weeks, then I was an experienced milker and worked with all the others. My job each

day was to wash all the iquipment, milking pails milk churns etc. and to sterilise them

..udy for the ne1 milking session in the afternoon. Once that job was complete I had to

clean the shippons, put ciean sawdust on the floors and in the afternoon I had to mix the

food ready foi the cows coming in to be milked. It was a big job and required two men.

Food for about two hundred animals was a huge amount and during the winter months

the cows stayed in all day, which created a lot more work. There was extra feeding with

hay and straw, extra cleaning, or mucking out as we called it, but as there was less work

in the fields there were more men available to help in the yaid'
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Sitting: First Left myself' middle Jack Addy
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In all 12 men worked at the farrn, so each morning we had to milk 9 cows, each afternoon

less men were available for milking and I usually milked about 14 cows, in the summer

months I would have to milk about 25 cows each afternoon. During the cold winter

mornings when we arrived for milking with the warrn shippons, and the body heat of the

cows overnight it was like central heating and many times if you were tired the warmth

put you to sleep. If the boss spotted you sleeping, the milking stool was kicked from

under you, which woke you up pretty quickly.

I loved the work but longed to be able to work in the fields with the other men, just for a

change, but the boss said no, I was too valuable doing the yard work. In the winter the

best place was working in the yard where it was wafln, but in the summer I had the urge

to work out in the fields.

During the summer months the cows were turned out each evening to gtaze all night and

orr. oi*y last jobs was to take the cows to Tarbock meadows alongside Tarbock Wood.

My first joU initre morning was to bring them back up from the meadows for milking.

One Saturday in June 1929 whilst waiting for the cows to:ome out of the field, I noticed

a bicycle uguiort the kerb. I thought this was a bit unusual at that time of the morning

and wakeJalong the road beside Tarbock brookto see if anyone was around. To my

horror I saw amanlying face down in the brook. I went down the bank to see if I could

get him out but u, ,oorrk I touched him I knew he was dead. I left the cows to find their

i* *uy and ran to the police house in the village at Lane Ends. I woke the policeman

and as he hung out of hii bedroom window I told him about the man. He told me to go

back and he would follow as soon as possible. By this time the cows were making their

own way to the farmyard. As a farm wagon was passing the policeman stopped it and

asked the driver to tritp. Between us we got the body out of the water and on to the

wagon; the body was then taken to one of the outbuildings of the Derby Arms' I had to

attend an inquest on the Tuesday in one ofthe rooflts at the Derby Arms. The verdict was

inconclusive "found drowned". Afterwards the family gave me the bicycle, which we

nicknamed the suicide bike. The Inan was a pawnbroker from Widnes but they never did

frnd out the reason why he was dead in the brook.

in the summer of 1930 I was working on top of the haystack throwing down the hay. I
was required to feed the beef stock which never went out to graze, from the top of the

haysta& I could see away in the distance the Welsh Hills, I got this longing to be out

thire seeing the world. The urge was so great that I went and put on my coat, got on my

bicycle and just rode off, by early afternoon I was in Chester, with no money and no

food. I was hungry and I realised what a fool I was to do this, I rode aimlessly along

country lanes and in the early evening I was riding towards the canals at Frodshanr, when

I noticed a tent in a field. There was no one around so I went to look in the tent, it was

empty, and I put my bike inside the tent hoping I had not been seen and I slept in the tent

orrinl floor tirat night, an extremely uncomfortable night it was. I was hungry and

needed a drink, I plsed an orchard with apples on the trees, and I went in and helped

myself to two apples, which I ate, then continued on my journey again but this time I was

making my way towards Halewood.
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In the afternoon I found myself in Finch Lane where I stopped for a while, there where

two men working in a field and I tried to keep out of sight. At that time I was dating

Ellen Dunbavin, and one of the men working in the field was her Father, he must have

seen me, because soon after Ellen came riding up Finch Lane looking for me. She took
me to their house and her mother gave me food and drink, and let my Mum know my

whereabouts.

Later that day I went to face the wrath of my Boss, Billy Grace, expecting to be sacked

on the spot, instead he gave me a good telling offwith a few swear words thrown in for

good measure. He told me to get back to work, but he would be stopping two days pay-

On the Saturday when he paid me, he just smiled and gave me my fullpay for the week.

Bill and & I had only one bike between us to get to work, I rode on the cross bar and Bill
sat on the seat. As we were travelling down Out Lane early one morning, we hit a stone,

we were unbalanced and the bike fell on its side, with Bill underneath me, with my

weight on top of his hand we slid along the floor, taking the skin offthe back of his hand.

We got to work on time and Bill got his hand bandaged and was able to do the milking,

later in the day the boss wanted to know what had happened, he wanted to know where

my bike was, I explained that I did not have one of my own. Before going home that

evening he told -i to go to Frank Parker who had a bicycle shop in Woolton, buy myself

a second hand bike, and send him the bill.

In 1931 Jim Lord, my cousin who had worked at the Tannery with me, came to work at

the farnU we were good pals and always went out together. Most evenings we would

cycle to Garston, along the Shore were we met other teenagers for a bit of fun. We went

to the cinema togetheitwice per week, and on Sunday evenings we would go to the park

to listen to the bands which played there, most Liverpool parks had band concerts on a

Sunday evening in the sufltmer months.

On one such visit we went to Woolton Woods and as we sat listening to the band three

young girls came along. Jim knew one of them because his brother Edgar was courting

L". rirt"r, he introduced them to me, I took a liking to one of thenu Ellen Dunbavin, I
asked her for a date, and I went out with her for about a year.

Things were improving at home at this time, mother was financially better off, sister

Jinny was "in servise" and contributing to the housekeeping, both Bill and I were

*orliog and Nelly was about to start work. Mother was therefore finding things much

better. She was now able to rent a radio and she still had her precious gramophone in its

cabinet. The highlights for Netly and me were the early evening broadcasts by the

B.B.C. Dance Orchestra, directed by Henry Hall at 6.00pm. Nelly and I could practice

dancing the Waltz orthe Slow Fox Trot inthe front room.

Occasionally there would be dances held in St Mary's Church Victory hall in Quarry
Street, which we attended, we could shuffle our way round the dance floor and enjoy

ourselves as we learned to dance.
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Myself & Jack Addy approx 1932
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Bill Allen approx. 1932
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Nelly and I became very close and we went to the cinema together; we went to dances as

often as possible, went cycling and walking until Vera came on to the scene. Nelly still
accompanied us to dances and cycling until she got a boyfriend, Teddy Butler from
Wavertree.

During the early thirties dance music was banned from the radio on Sundays, there was a

commercial radio prograrnme from Luxembourg, which broadcast dance music on

Sunday and it was that progralnme that made the Ovaltinies famous.

A young boy used to come to the farm at weekends to help me with my jobs; I gave him
sixpence per week for this. After a few weeks his Mother sent me an invitation to go to

tea one Sunday after milking, I accepted and went to his house for tea, when his sister

came home, it was one of the three girls I had met in Woolton Woods, Vera Addy.

I liked her and she seemed to like me, but I was still dating Ellen who lived next door in

Lane End Cottages, I saw Vera often after that, she was working and living in at a farm in

Lower Road. My cousin Edgar Lord maried her sister Winnie and I was often asked to

tea atEdgar's house at the Barracks Cottages in Lower Road, where I often met Vera- I
knew then that I was becoming very fond of her, but I did not know how to break offwith
Ellen, then fate took a hand in the form of my eldest sister, Jinnie, who was preparing to

marry Bert Harbour, who also worked with me at Court Farm. I was asked to be best

man-and my sister asked Vera to be her chief bridesmaid. During the preparations for
the wedding I saw a lot of Vera, but I was still dating Ellen.

One evening Vera had been invited to my Mothers house in CoMen Street to discuss her

bridesmaidr d.".r for the wedding, and as she was still working at the farm she had to be

back at 10.00 p.rn My sister told me that I should see her home, not to let her cycle to

Halewood by herself, this I did. I then asked her if she would come out with me, and we

became inseparable after that. I was in love with her and she with me, and our love grew

stronger as time went on. The year was 1932.
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Chopter Six

The New Year

I had now frnished with Ellen, and was courting Vera seriously. Vera still lived in at the

farm; she had one afternoon offevery week, one evening per week and one full day off
every second week. In the summer months she was allowed to stand at the gate each

evening, and in the summer we could see each other on a daily basis. We did play some

tricks though, so that we could see each other more often, every Tuesday evening Mr. &
Mrs Rawlinson went to Rainford to play Bridge with their friends, so the other girl's
boyfriend and myself would go and sit with thern, especially during the winter months.

On one of those Tuesdays it became foggy and the Rawlinsons came home early and we

heard the car arrive. Frank and I dashed along the corridor where there was a window at

the end to the lawn. We threw it open and dived out just as they were coming through the

door. Frank was smoking a cigarette at the time and as we went through he swallowed

the cigarette in panic, I too was panicking because he passed out, and I was trying to

revive him so that we could get away.

On New Years Eve 1933 we were having a party at Vera's mothers house, which was at

the Lane End Cottages. Vera could not come because it wasn't her night ofl she waited

in her room fu|ly dressed until the Rawlinsons went to bed at 11.00 p.m., then she

sneaked out and came to the party, at about 12.30 a.m. I took her back to the farm; she

had a key and let herseHin. OnNew Years day Mr. Rawlinson got up as he usually did

to let in the New Year, Vera was splitting her sides laughing because she had already let

the New Year in for them!

That year Vera and I each bought a new bike, f,5.17.6 each. We put down a deposit of
two sirillings and six pence (216d) and paid the same each week until they were paid for.

Vera gave me her money every Friday and I paid the dealer. Soon after we had bought

the bikes Mrs Rawlinson and the children went to Blackpool for two weeks holiday,

because it was the haymaking season Mr. Rawlinson was unable to go. Vera and the

other girl had to lookafter him; he had a habit of going to the Derby Arms each evening

for a drink while his wife was away, so myself and Frank would keep the girls company.

On a summers evening we stood outside, but the girls still had to be inside by 10.00 pm.

One night we were still outside at 11.00 p.m. when we heard him walking up the drive,

the girls rushed inside and into their room. We dashed across the lawn but he saw us,

although it was only dusk he did not recognise us, he chased us and as I ran I dropped

Vera's money for her bike but we got away. He went inside and called to the girls to see

if they were all right, because he had just chased two intruders down the road, the girls

were in bed fully dressed splitting their sides laughing. The next night we looked around

the garden when Mr. Rawlinson had gone to the Derby Arms, and we found the money so

all was well.
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During the summer of the following year, (1933), Vera had a weeks holiday, I did not get

holidays, so each evening after work I took her to the Pavilion Theatre, Lodge Lane

Liverpool. There was a series of Tod Slaughter plays, a different play each night and we

saw every one of them. To get to the theatre we went to Woolton on our bikes, left them

at my Mothers and went by tramto Lodge Lane. On the Saturday evening performance

we decided we would walk to Woolton and then take a tram to the theatre. After the

performance we decided to walk a little of the way home and each time we reached the

place where we were to get the trarn, we carried on walking. We reached Woolton and

bought some chips and continued walking to Halewood, we were very tired but we had

plenty of time because Vera was on holiday and did not have to be in by 10.00 p.m.

When we took the girl's home on their nights offwe had a place in the farmyard where

we could say goodnight to them properly, in private. Vera and I stood inside the loose

box doorway; Frank and Ivy went into the outside toilet, which had one of the old style

double seats. One Sunday evening we were in our usual places when Mr. Rawlinson

came out to use the toilet; Ivy had to shout to tell him she was in there, he walked up and

down waiting for her to come out, but she dare not as she had Frank with her. After
about 15 minutes he gave in and went inside. Ivy and Frank found another place to say

goodnight after that. In the spring of 1934 I had a big row with the boss. He swore at me

and told me that if I did not watch out he would sack me, I was in a temper myself so I
told him he did not need to bother sacking me, "I am finishing now"; I put my coat on

and left.

Usually if anyone left him like that he would telephone round all the local farms and tell
them not to employ them, he did this with me and I had gone straight to the farm where

Vera worked. When I arrived Mr. Rawlinson was waiting for me, he said "I was

expecting you, can you start nof'. I was over the moon, working at the same place as

Vera. He needed a Cowman, and he knew I could milk, so I was given the job of looking

after his four cows. This gave me a chance to see a lot of Vera and after milking in the

morning I would take a pail of milk to the house, give it Vera who then gave me another

pail forlhe afternoon milking. I knew then that I would see her at least twice a day.

Monday at the farm was wash day; Vera got up early that day to prepare the laundry, the

boiler was filled and the fire lit in the wash house. So now I could help Ver4 on a

Monday I arrived at the farm half an hour before starting time, filled the boiler and lit the

fire for her, she would then bring me a cup of tea in the cowshed, all before the boss got

up. This was to be a regular occurrence

At lunch time each day I would go to the farm house and Vera would make my can of
tea, but on a Monday while I waited for the kettle to boil I would turn the wringing
machine for them.
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The day we were engaged to be married
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In 1935 I proposed to Vera, she said yes, but first I would have to have her parents

permission, she was only 18 and I was twenty, I asked her father if he would give his

permission, he refused because she was too young. I bought her an engagement ring and

on her next day offwe went to Liverpool, had our photograph taken at Jerome Studio in

London Road, she put the ring on and we became secretly engaged'

In 1936, 4 Barracks Cottages became vacant in the October. I went to the Stationmaster

at Hunts Cross Railway Station who was the letting officer for these cottages to ask for

the tenancy. He turned me down but the next night I tried agaln, I went every night to see

him until he weakened and said I could have it just to get me offhis back.

Vera and I went to see her father again told him what we had decided, and he gave us his

blessing, we fxed the date for Boxing day 1936,I had two months to prepare the house

and redecorate it ready for us to move in. We had to buy some fi.rniture even though we

had no money saved. Vera went with her mother to a shop in Wavertree Road, Liverpool

and got a bed, dressing table and wardrobe, two chairs and a kitchen table on hire

purchase. We also got a sideboard from a catalogue; all this would cost us two shillings

and sixpence per week.

By the end ofNovember the house was ready to live in. During November and

December Vera and I made a pegged rug from old coats that we cut up, we were lucky to

have found an old red coat, which enabled us to make a red diamond in the centre of the

rug. In December we informed the Rawlinsons of our plans, so until our wedding day

Mrs Rawlinson allowed Vera to sleep out. She was able to work from 7.00 a.m. till 3.00

p.m. I asked for the time offon Boxing Day but was told that I would have to work in the

morning to do the milking and feed the cows. Boxing Day that year was on a Saturday.

The day arrived and I had stayed the night at Vera's sisters at I Barracks Cottage,I was

up early and went to do the milking and all my other jobs. I finished about 11.00 am.

*d **t to get ready, I had all my clothes at Vera' s sisters house, Edgar my cousin was

to be best mar1 my sisters Mirry, and Nelly Bridesmaids, they were coming from

Woolton by bus. My niece Winnie, 4 years old was also a bridesmaid, when I was ready

Edgar and I walked to the Church for 2.00 p.m. Vera was coming in a taxi which would

also take us home.

The reception was held in my mother in laws house, Lane End Cottages. There were

about 2}guests and we had a boiled ham salad. That evening we went to our new home

at 4Barricks Cottages and prepared for bed, Vera got in and shouted there's something

crawling on my foot, she threw the bedclothes off- a cockroach hit the ceiling, she

screamed and jumped out of bed. I had to strip the bed to convince her that all was clear.

We later found out that the house was crawling with cockroaches.

Within a few weeks I had cleared the house of cockroaches with creosote. The next day

was Sunday and I had to go to work earlier than usual,. they had asked me to light the

fires in the farmhouse because they no longer had servants.
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There was neither the time nor the money for a honeymoon in those days. During the

first week there was an amusing incident, although not quite so amusing for me. Vera

had made a rice pudding; it looked so delicious as Vera took it out of the oven I leaned

over to smell it and as she brought it up my nose went into the boiling hot pudding. I
went to work during my fust week of married life with a blistered nose, I thought I would

never live that down. Then life settled down to a more orderly pattern, Vera worked until
3.00 p-m. and I worked till 6.00 p.rn In February of that year we heard the news that

Edward VtrI had abdicated to marry Mrs. Simpson. In the spring we were struggling

financially, the boss asked me if we would work in the evenings tying spring cabbages,

he needed 300 dozen cabbages for the weekend. He would pay us I penny per dozen, a

total of f l. 5s. 0d, which was a kings ftrnsom to us and that week we were in the fields

till dark each night for four nights, we did this for several weeks until the spring cabbage

were finished.

In the summer it was pea-picking time and the pickers were paid 9 pence for each 40 lbs.

of peas. Vera and I would be in the fields at first light to pick as many as we could before

7.0b a.m. We did this three times per week until the season ended and we were earning

an extra nine shillings (9/-) per week.
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Chapter Seven

The War Starts

In 1937 my brother Bill and my brother in law Bert were working at a Gelatine Factory in

Halebank. They told me the Company was looking for more staffand Vera and I
discussed whether I should try to get a job there or not. Vera did not want me to go, but I
did not want her to be working in the fields night after night for so little. If I went to this

factory I would be earning nearly double the money that I was earning on the farm; I
would also have to do shift work and nights every third week. She was not too keen on

that but eventually I decided for Vera's benefit to try to get the job'

I started at the Gelatine Works and for the first few months I worked a day shift most

days from 7.00 a.m. to 7 .00 p.m. It was a big change for me from working outdoors for

so long but the wages were good. Vera did not have to work in the fields anymore, so I
settled down and I soon became used to the shift pattern. After three months, I was

promoted to be a Process worker; I had to go on shift work, which was 7 to 2,2 to 10 and

iO to Z. If one of the other men were sick I had to work 12 hour shifts,

In spring of 1938 whilst working a night shift, I slept during the day. Vera woke me at

aUout S.bO p.m. one day, she had been very sick and was in a lot of pain, unfortunately

there was no N.H.S. in those days. I tried to get a doctor, but it was about 9.00 p-m. when

he came. He examined Vera and said that he thought she had a burst appendix, which

was life threatening, we would have to get her to hospital. We could not call an

ambulance because of the phenomenal cost. Finally I asked the farmer who Vera worked

for, to take her to hospital in his car, he agreed, it was about 11.00 p.m. and I had phoned

my employer to tell them I could not come to work.

The doctor told me to try to stop Vera vomiting as it could be dangerous, but as we were

going up the steps into the hospital, the Royal Infirmary in Pembroke Place, Vera was

I"r.iUtyii.k; wJgot her into hospital and settled in bed. The farmer had gone home by

then. i waited until the doctor had examined her, he told me she was out of danger.

It seemed she had been eating some plums that day, they had caused a bad attack of colic,

being sick cleared it up. Vera was kept in under observation for three nights. A few

*""k, later I received a bill for f9 for the three nights stay in hospital. Fortunately I had

won f 12 on the pools and this paid for the doctor and the hospital fees!

Vera and I liked cycling and many times after work we would set offto cycle to

Southport or Ainsdale. One evening on one of these trips we had a bar of chocolate,

which we shared on the return journey. About every three miles I would ration us to one

square each and that way we were not far from home when the bar was nearly finished.

We would sometimes cycle to Chester or Delamere Forest, but Southport was our most

popular ride.
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Early in 1938 we bought a tandenr, which cost a small fortune in those days, it was f28,
which was about 3 months wages and Vera did not like it from the first day. She felt that

she had no control, which indeed she didn't, she wanted her own brakes, which was not
possible. We compromised and fitted a bell for her. She still did not like the tandem at

all; one day we were cycling through Woolton when a flock of sheep were being driven
towards us; we had to get offto let them pass. Vera refused to get back on and we had to
walk all the way back to Halewood. At the end of 1938 Vera became pregnant and I had

to sell the tandem. I received f,lZ for it, which was a big loss but Vera was happy to see

it go.

In 1938 the black cloud of war was hanging over Europe, the Territorial Army had been

called up and every body waited with bated breath for war to be declared.

The Prime Minister had gone to a conference with Hitler, and he returned triumphantly

waving a piece of paper saying there will be peace in our time, the Territorial's were

stood do* and we went intol939 thinking there would be no war. By this time we

realised that Vera was pregnant, and her sister who lived a few doors away was pregnant

also. Vera's expected delivery time was July, her sister's baby arrived fnst, and our baby

arrived on the 28n July, we had already decided on a name if it was a girl, she was to be

called Dorothy.

The baptism was ilranged for the fust Sunday in September, by this time I had left the

Gelatine works and gone back to the farm. Jack Tinsley of Yew Tree Farm in Lower
Road was desperate for a Cowman and Vera persuaded me to go back to the farm. The

fact that I was now a father helped me make the decision and I went back willingly.

On 3'd September, the day ofthe baptisrn,I had just arrived home after doing the milking

at the farm when Vera switched on the radio. I was getting ready for Church and we

heard the Prime Ministers voice stating that we were now at war with Germany as from

l1 .00 a.m. that morning.

We arrived at Church where all the people we met were crying because of the War. I felt

terrible and I felt like a coward because by going back to farming I would not have to go

to war.

The first major change to our lives was the blackout; everybody had to black out all lights

at night. I found that there were shutters at the windows ofthe Barracks Cottages. I
managed to get them open, they had obviously not been opened for years, but they were

suffrcient to black out the lights at night. The next thing was the issue of gas masks to

everybody, a small cardboard box with the gas mask in it. For babies it was different, it
was a sort of perspex hood in which we put the baby with a pump on the outside to

circulate air into the hood. The baby was terrified of it and we prayed that we would not

ever have to use it when Dorothy was three years old it was changed to a Mickey Mouse

mask, very like ours only it had a Mickey Mouse face.
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By the suflrmer of 1940 the war had not really started, it was not till later on that year

when Hitler started his blitzkrieg into Europe, at home it was pea picking time, Vera

would take Dorothy into the fields to pick peas for nine pence (9d) per 40 lbs. I was the

teamsman as well as the Cowman, and it was my job to take the peas to the wholesale

vegetable market in Liverpool. When we took our produce to the market the route taken

into town was Pembroke Place, London Road, Stafford Street, across Islinglon and into

Soho Street. As we entered Soho Street we stopped and waited until there were 4 or

more wagons and we formed a convoy. One driver lead the first wagon and the rest of
the horsei then followed the drivers on either side and one behind with their whips. This

was to protect the wagons. If one wagon went alone it was almost certain that by the

time it reached the end of Soho Street it would have lost a lot of the load. The young

people were waiting at every street junction to grab what they could from the wagon.

Drivers had to use their whips to stop the goods being stolen.

We left Halewood at 5.00 pm. to reach Liverpool at about 8.00 pm. We would set the

wagon up in the market ready for the morning sales, stable the horses, in a street adjacent

to the market, feed and water the horses, bed them down for the night and then go to a

cafe for some supper. We slept with the horses in the stable, and were awakened by the

stable owner at 4.00 am. with tea.

One morning in early August we were selling the pEas when one ofthe buyers said, '!ou
are from Haiewood aren't you?", I said, ']es I arn", he said Halewood had been bombed

during the night,

The man next to me and I almost gave the peas away so that we could get home to see

what had happened, we were terribly afraid that Vera and Dorothy may have been hurt or

even killed. It took three hours to get back home and when we reached Gateacre Brow,

we were told that Halewood Road had been closed and we had to go byNetherley Road

and through Tarbock Village. As we came along Greensbridge Road I was relieved to

see the Barrackes cottages still standing. Later in the day we saw the damage which was

mainly in the fields; *urry of the bombs had not exploded, but one had, it fell between the

Church and the Church School, a wall had been destroyed and some graves had been

blown up. The School had to close for several weeks until it was made safe for the

children to go back, people were coming out from Liverpool in droves to see what

damage had been done by the bombs, little did they know what was in store for them the

following year.

Inl94l we were offered a nice 3 bedroom Council house in Greensbridge Lane Tarbock,

we were glad to get away from the Barracks Cottages and accepted the house. My Boss,

Jack Tinsley offered me a horse and wagon to move the furniture, at that time my young

sister Madge wtrs living with us for the sufirmer holidays, she was still attending school.

It was a Monday morning and we packed everything on the wagor! with Vera, Dorothy,

and Madge on the wago& I drove offto Tarbock, when we arrived one of the neighbours

brought us some frewood and coal to light the fire.
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It was that summer that the air raids really started, I helped a neighbour to build a dugout

surrounded with sand bags, every night that summer the sirens would start about 6.00

p.m. often before I reached home. It was straight into the dugout with Dorothy dressed in

her siren suit, a one-piece suit to keep her warrn and comfortable for the night. We had

made bunks in it for the women and Dot to sleep on while my neighbour and I would be

hre watching, because they were using frebombs at that time. About 3.00 a.m. the all
clear would sound, so we would all go to bed for a few hours, bombs fell all around us in
Tarbock, but in Liverpool it was horrendous with fire bombs and high explosive bombs

causing havoc and thousands ofdeaths.

In Tarbock there were lots of unexploded bombs, in the field next to our house I noticed

the ground humped up, it wasn't a bomb crater, so I went to look to see what it was. I
stood looking at it and saw a neat round hole in the ground. I then realised it was an

unexploded bomb, I ran as fast as I could only just in time, I had just reached home when

it exptoded, arrear thing which taught me a lesson, never go near to anything unusual.

The fields were full of shrapnel from our anti aircraft guns, and remains of fire bombs, at

the farm we were just starting haymaking and I went to a field in Lower Road with my

horses and hay reip". to start cutting the hay. I had just started in the field and only gone

about a hundred yards when shrapnel caught the blades of the machine and broke a

section; I fitted a new section and started again. After another few yards one of my

horses stumbled and fell, I went to get him up when I saw what had made him stumble,

his hoof had gone into a hole made by an unexploded bomb, I took my horses and

machine out as fast as I could. The Bomb Squad arrived and closed offthe road whilst
they started to dig it out, it took weeks to do this, they found three more bombs in that

field, it must have been a whole stick of faulty bombs. The Bomb Squad was billeted at

the Derby Arms in Halewood where they stayed throughout the war, there were so many

unexploded bombs in the district, two of these men married Halewood girls and settled

here, they are still here as I write this. Towards the end of 1941 we only had isolated

raids and the rest of the year passed quietly.

We moved in to Greensbridge Lane and I joined the home guard (Dads Army), in
Tarbock. Marching and arms drill training usually took place at Major Gouldings house

in Water Lane and in the early days broom stays were used instead of rifles. We were

required to be on duty for 2 nights per week in pairs and our job was to patrol the lanes

around Tarbock, to look into the air raid shelters at least once during our tour of duty.

People came out from Liverpool to sleep in the shelters, as they felt safer in the shelters.

We were also required to call at Netherley and Stockswell Water works where we always

got a mug of tea.

When we were finally issued with rifles we carried them on patrol, but we still had no

ammunition. I think that the German parachutists (if we had met any) would have died

laughing at us, allwe could do was point the rifle and shout "bang". We wore the cap

badge of the South Lancashire Regiment with shoulder flashes "Home Guard". I was

promoted to Lance Corporal after about 6 months service and I also became the

Quartermaster for the Tarbock patrol. The experience ofthe Home Guard helped when I
was called up in to the Army.
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Whilst working for Jack Tinsley at Yew Tree Farm in Lower Road, Jack, myself and Alf
Jackson were also working at Island Farm. We were outside preparing a load of potatoes

ready for market. It was about 9.00am when we saw a huge plane flyi.rg very low

towards us fiom the direction of Liverpool. Suddenly the antiaircraft guns opened fire; it
was a lone German bomber and it was so low it was difficult to understand how the guns

were missing us. Jack Tinsley always carried his 12 bore double barrel shotgun with
hirn, he grabbed the gun and fired both barrels at the plane with no hope of hitting it, but

evidently the pilot did not like it as he fired a burst of machine gun fre at us. We all
dived into the potato hog on top of one another. It was very frigtrtening at the time but a
good laugh after. As the plane flew over we could plainly see the Swastika markings on

it.
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Chapter Eight

The Army

Late in 1941 the harassment that I had to contend with for not going to war as a soldier

was too much for me. Bus Conductors would try to stop me getting on to their buses if
they could find an excuse, and when I did get on the bus they would insult me, call me a

coward, shout at me for not being in the army, even my boss harassed me. If I did

anything wrong he would threaten to have me put in the Army. The last straw was when

I came home one Sunday afternoon I found my neighbour painting my door yellow. I
discussed it with Vera and we reluctantly decided that I would go back to the Gelatine

Works. We knew that I would then soon be in the Army, in fact I was quickly sent for
my medical in Liverpool and passed A1 fit for the armed forces, that was before the end

of 1941.

Christmas 1941 came and we tried to enjoy it as best we could, we spent Christmas night

with Vera's family at the Lane End Cottages, we knew that this was probably the last

Christmas together for a long time. 1942 Arrived and air raids were continuing round the

country with London and Coventry the main targets. February brought severe weather

with lots of snow and I was still working at the Gelatine works in Halebank. I went to
work one morning about the middle of February and had to walk to Halebank because of
heavy snow, when it was time to go home we heard that the road was blocked and the

council workers were doing their best to open it again.

It was impossible for me to get home, my manager found us somewhere to sleep in the

factory, and fed us in the canteen with an evening meal and breakfast. The following
morning, the road had been cleared sufficiently to enable me to get home it was the worst

winter we had known, by the end of February snow was piled up along the sides of the

roads, with very little signs of a thaw.

At the end of February came the bad news, I was to report to a place called Brancepeth in
County Durham at the Durham Light Infantry Training Depot on the l9th. March 1942.

The night before I was due to go neither of us slept; Vera was crying most of the night

with me trying to comfort her, in the moming I was up early to walk to Halewood to

catch the 9.15 am. bus to Liverpool Lime Street Statioq I cried too as I walked along

Greensbridge Road because I did not know when I would see my family again, if ever.

We departed from the station about 10.00 am we seemed to be stopping all the time,
pulling into sidings and waiting, I thought I was travelling to the end ofthe earth. That
journey was a living nightmare, it took so long, what should have been a 5 hour journey

took many hours longer, it was 1.00 am. the next day when we arrived at Durham
Station.
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There were ten of us to go to Brancepettq an army Corporal collected us in a large army

wagon and transported us to the depot. On arrival we were taken to the cookhouse and

given a meal, after which the Corporal took us to a straw store, gave us a palliasse to fill
with straw this was to be our bed. We finally arrived at our barrack roor& a hut holding

20 men, our bed consisted oftlree planks on bricks and the palliasse of straw, by this

time it was 3.00 am I laid down but could not sleep, at 6.00 a.m. I heard my first bugle

call, reveille, the drill Sergeant came tluough the door shouting rise and shine.

The first day was taken up with routine things, first a medical inspectiorq followed by a

visit to the barber's shop. Topper they called him, topper is what he did, I wasn't too bad,

my hair was short, but some ofthose new recruits had lovely hair, when we came out we

all had very short hair.

After lunch in the cookhouse we went to Brancepath Castle just up the road, there we

were issued with our uniform and other ctothing. Finally that day back to barracks where

we received our identrty tags, two per man, we were given tools to stamp our names and

our new number on our tags, these were to hang around our necks for the duration of the

war.

The following day we began our training, it was tough because we were using muscles

we had never used before, the first few weeks we were very stiff. Then came the

injections, about six oftherrl my anns went extremely stiff and it was some days before

we became normal again.

We had a dental inspectiorl this was frightening, I personally needed 9 teeth extracting

and others required fillings, I had to attend the dentist surgery constantly for the first six

weeks of my army life. About 20 men at a time were treated, all would be given an

injection around the same time, thus when you went to have the teeth extracted, many

times the cocaine had worn ofi it was torture. Finally I was sent to the local hospital in a

place called Newton Aycliffe to have an impression taken for dentures!

At the end of the first two weeks we were allowed to go out in the evenings, provided we

had no duties, we would go to several little villages close by. I discovered a Salvation

Army Club in a place called Meadowfield, I met a man there who took me home for

supper one night. I talked to him about my family, he said if Vera wanted to come and

stay for a while he knew of a woman who would put her up, I wrote to Vera and she said

she would like to come and stay.

I got a 36 hour weekend pass, went home and brought Vera and Dorothy back with me,

aJ it turned out it wasn't very nice, the wornan insisted that Vera went out each morning

and would not allow her back till4.00 pm. Vera wasn't happy so I got another weekend

pass and took her back home.
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Some weeks later a friend took me to a Working Men's club in Willington, there I met an

elderly miner who took me home for supper. It was Saturday night, I soon discovered that

supper on Saturday in a miners house was a fulI blown roast dinner. I talked to his wife,
who asked about my family, I told her about Vera and Dorothy, of how they had stayed at

Meadowfield for two weeks. She had a room vacant, and said if Vera wanted to come she

told me Vera and the "little bairn" would be welcome, Vera could treat it as her own
home and stay as long as she wanted to.

I wrote to tell Vera about this, she seemed a bit doubtful after the experience of
Meadowfield, I managed to persuade her to come. I applied for a further weekend pass

and got it, I came home for Vera and we returned on the Sunday.

To get to the house where Vera was to stay we had to cross a wooden bridge over the

river, at the other side we had a fairly steep uphill climb to a place called Todhill, where

there stood a row of terraced cottages for miners. Vera and Dorothy were received as if
they were long lost relatives, they were shown to their room and told to treat it as home

for as long as they wanted to stay, to forget about money, and be one of the family. (Mr

& Mrs Goundry were elderly and probably would have been retired if it hadn't been for

the war).

In the meantime I was doing my physical training, weapons and tactical warfare training.

It was April when Vera came to Todhill. When I remember Durham now it is the

bluebells that come to mind, particularly a place called West Bank, quite close to the

training depot, Dorothy loved to see the bluebells and we spent many hours together in
West Bank.

It was a happy time but my training period was coming to an end and in July we were

warned that soon we would be posted to a battalion somewhere in England.

I had to think about getting Vera and Dorothy home before that happened, it was August

Bank Holiday weekend when I was given a forty eight hour pass, we thought this would

be the ideal time to go home. I took them home on the Saturday and returned to

Brancepeth on the Sunday, it was a sad time.

On my return I was posted to the 17th. Battalion Durham Light Infantry and sent to a

village called Shorne near Gravesend in Kent. During our stay we were taken out on

manoeuvres, part of which was to do a 200 miles forced march, we were to have no

contact with civilians nor to enter any shops, we were being prepared for active service.

From Shorne we were taken to Folkestone on the coast. I was given a job in the Sergeants

mess as a waiter, this got me out of a lot of training and I enjoyed the job.

Part of my duty was to go to the fishing wharves when the boats arrived in the harbour

and buy fresh fish for the Sergeants meals.
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We were there till September 1942, from there we were taken by train to Ottley on the

River Wharfe in Yorkshire, a lovely little place, where we camped in the hills just outside

the town.

A few weeks after we arrived I was sent with six others as an advance party to Hessle in

Hull, our job was to prepare the billets for the battalion, I personally was to prepare the

Sergeants Billet, this task took us two weeks. At the end of this period we were recalled

to Ottley, the move to Hessle had been altered, we were moving to Hessle but into a
ready made camp.

Each Saturday the Sergeants held a social evening when they invited civilian guests, I
was a bar waiter for these social events, which went on into the early hours of Sunday.

Because ofthe late hours waiters were excused guard duty on Sunday nights.

Whilst there the Regimental Sergeant Major changed, the first thing his replacement did

was to alter the arrangement about the guard duty on Sundays, two ofus were put on

orders for guard duty the first Sunday he was there, we complained about this but to no

avail.

Shortly after this episode a draft was being made up for active service abroad, the two of
us who had complained were the first on the list for the draft. We were sent home for 14

days embarkation leave, this was the worst 14 days I have ever spent, we could not enjoy

it because of the dark cloud hanging over us. The thought that we were going to be

separated by thousands of miles of sea, we did not know where we were going, it could

be the Far East, the Middle East or A&ica.

At the end of my leave I had to report to a place called Cottingham in Yorkshire, this was

the jumping offplace for Foreign Service.

On22"d December lg42weweretransportedbytrainto aportnearGlasgow, andtaken

out in small groups in the black of night to an unknown troop ship. As we came closer we

could see that it was a large liner, we then saw her name, it was the QUEEN MARY. The

Sergeant said we should be proud to be sailing on such a ship, I didn't think there was

u"ything to be excited about, whatever the ship it was about to take us far away from the

ones we loved.

On 23rd December we were wakened by movement ofthe ship, her engines droned, we

had left port and were at sea.

It was the depth of winter and the Atlantic was extremely rougtr, there were 17000 troops

on board.

The Queen Mary had been used to ferry U.S. Troops.to various places including Britain,

and was fitted out in America. Every available inch had been utilised to sleep as many

US Troops as possible. Bunks had been put in all sorts of places; I was later to discover

that I was sleeping in the 3'd Class swimming pool!
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Most men on that first day were sea sick, ifthe sea didn't make you sick the stench

throughout the ship certainly did.

I was sick for three days and slept out on the boat deck, it was Christmas night and I had

not eaten for three days. Whilst I lay there one of the crew passed me, he stopped, calne

back, "Aren't you Harry Allen?" he asked. I looked at him and realised I was gazing into

the face of Freddie Colebrook a friend who had worked with me at the Gelatine Works.

Freddie took me to his quarters and gave me a mug of tea, the frst I had tasted whilst on

board ship, he said that I was to come to him for my meals until we docked.

We stopped at Freetown on the West Coast of Africa to re-fuel and sailed on to

Capetown, we spent a lovely warm and sunny Boxing Day there. We were beginning to
get back to normal by this time, most had got over their sea sickness.

People sailed around us in small boats surveying the Queen M*y, she travelled
extremely fast and never in convoy. We had a destroyer escort for one day as we left any

port.

We sailed up the Gulf of Sofargo, destination- Suez. The ship dropped anchor in the

bay, unable to sail into harbour because ofher size. We disembarked via lighters which

took us to the quayside where army trucks were waiting to carry us in convoy to our

destination, Genefa on the banks of the Suez to the Northern Counties Training Depot.

Having left the Suez we travelled into the desert and gained our first sighting of camels

and Arabs.

We were allocated tents and put into squads each with a Sergeant, our address was

Northern Counties Depot, M.E.F. I wrote to Vera as soon as we were settled in, and a few

weeks later I received a letter from her telling me my cousin, Fred Lord, had the same

address. I looked for the Welsh Fusiliers Lines and found Fred, we had a few drinks

together in the N.A.F.I. canteen.

The D.L.I. were forming a new Battalion, to be called the 18th. The sergeant came round

one day soon after we were formed and asked for volunteers to be Officers Batmen, a

friend of mine also with the surname Allen said "Lets volunteer for a bit of fun," which

we did.

After I was called up to the armed forces Vera had to find a job to help her with her

finances, her army allowance which included my voluntary allotment of 5 shillings per

week was only thirty shillings in total to keep her and Dorothy. At that time a poultry
farm opposite the Brick Wall pub was being converted in to a large kitchen where meals

were be prepared for Dockers and schools in Liverpool.

Vera got a job there, which helped her. She also got e>ara iood as any food left over each

day was shared out equally to members of staff. Dot was only three years old and she

had to attend a nursery school in Hough Green; Vera would put her on a bus at Tarbock

and the conductor would put her into the hands of the nursery teacher who met the bus

each morning. This arrangement was reversed going home in the afternoon.
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Chapter Nine

Full Steam Aheod

The following day we were put on parade whilst the Officers came to choose their

batmen, they came in order of superiority, first the C.O., then the Adjutant, the G.S.O.3

and so on.

I was chosen by the G.S.O.3. Captain Martin of the West Yorkshire Regiment. He was

now in the D.L.I. My duties were to wake him with his morning tea, prepare his hot water

for shaving and washin g,lay out his uniform for the day, then after breakfast make his

bed, tidy his tent and whatever else he wanted me to do.

The afternoon was spent laying out his uniform ready for the morning, his shoes had to

be polished, all brasses cleaned and if he wanted his Sam Browne, (a special belt worn by

Offrcers), this had to be cleaned thoroughly and highly polished.

I was also his driver, so I was sent on a driving course. After one week on the course I
was recalled, we were moving to Palestine, we boarded the train, this took us to the

border where we changed trains, to a different gauge railway! We also had to change our

money to Palestinian cturency.

On arrival at Gazathe following day there was a large camp ready for us, whilst there we

were given new shoulder Badges, we were now part ofthe Combined Forces and an

integral part of a Beach Group, about to receive training in Palestine.

Once again we had a name change, and became 18th. D.L.I. 35 Beach Group M.E.F.

Captain Mafiin was ordered to go to Cairo to attend a conference on security, as his

Batman I too went via train to attend to the Captain's needs.

Each day after the Captain had gone to his conference I was free to do as I liked, which
wasn't much as I had precious little money to spare.

I discovered a place called Mardi in Cairo, this was where all the English civilians lived,

they had erected a huge rntrquee, know locally as the Mardi Tent, where refreshments

were laid out and it was all free to the British Forces. There was also an open air

swimming pool for our use,I spent quite some time there.

I managed to get to the Pyramids at Mena on the outskirts of Cairo, we were there for
three weeks.

We went back to Gazato rejoin the unit, we began our training for beach landings on the

shores of the Mediterranean at Gaza. By the end of June we had our own transport,

lorries, vans, jeeps etc.
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I drove a jeep for Captain Martlo, we moved up to Alexander in Egypt to await a ship to

take us to North Africa.

We embarked on an Indian Freighter along with an Indian Regiment. On disembarkation

at a port in Afric4 Sfax, we were loaded onto a freight train this duly took us to a seaside

town called Boogi. We did more training and then moved via road to Bizerta.

On the boat sailing from Alexandra I slep out on deck because it was so warrn, one night

I woke up feeling a heavy weight on my chest, as I moved the weight left me and I saw

with horror what must have been the biggest rat ever. The thought that this rodent had

lain on my chest made me reach an instant decision never to sleep on deck ever again!

We arrived atBtzertato a huge concentration of troops both British and American,

together with all sorts of earth moving equipment and tanks; it was at this point that we

realised we were part of something big.

For a further two weeks we waited for the armada of ships that was to take us to invade

Italy. The night before we were due to sail l was ilI, and afraid that I would be left

behind, my pils were having a booze up in preparation for what lay ahead.

On their return they brought a bottle of whiskey into the tent, I refused a tot, so they held

me down and poured the iiquor down my throat. I was violently sick during the night, but

when I awoke next morning I felt great and was ready to face the journey ahead-

A vast amount oftime had been spent waterproofing our vehicles in preparation for when

we landed on the beaches, as we set sail it was announced that our destination was

Salerno.

It was 8th September when the ships Captain informed us that the Italian forces had

surrendered, he was quick to warn us that the Germans were there in force'

As frst light approached on fth September 1943 we could see a smudge of land in the

distance, i[" ttutiu, coast! The sea around us wz]s a tumult of ships of every descripion.

Tank landing craft, infantry landing craft, freighters, destroyers of the British Navy, and

the U.S. Naval Force, together with endless other vessels.

There were two British Corps attached to the American First Army; battle order for the

day on the fth. September, were on the left flank the American Rangers, in the Centre our

British Corp, on the right flank the second British Corp.

As we approached the beach both the British and American Navy opened up with a

barrage of fire which fell beyond the beach.

The first landing containing the assault troops of the Sherwood Forester Regiment

approached the beaclU as they landed all hell broke loose; as the troops ran up the beach

they were being cut down by enemy machine guns firing from a dry ditch skirting the

edge ofthe shore.
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We watched knowing it was our turn next, at the last minute we were held back to allow
the Navy Destroyers to approach the beach at full stearn, they suddenly turned and let

loose a broadside hitting the beach, within minutes the dry ditch complete with machine

guns were silenced.

Our assault craft hit the beach, as we drove offour guns were turned around as they

touched the beach, opening fire to cover our dash for safety, we reached the dry ditch

safely with the exception of one man who was hit halfinay up the beach.

The rest of the troops followed us in, but the transport wasn't moving on the beach,

Colonel Camerorq our second in Command, got in his jeep as he did so he issued a

command for troops to follow hirr, under fire he led them safely offthe beach. He was

later to receive a Military Medal for his bravery on that day.

The landings on both sides of us were being held up by enemy fne, the German Army

were there in force despite the fact that the ltalian's had capitulated the day before.

We were pinned down for five days, although the Germans did not make a counter attack

they still held us to a two mile radius around the beach head. After five days there was a

breakthrough when the forward assault troops reached their objectives of the frst day; we

were told later that it was the Eighth Army's advance from the South that had saved the

day.

For five days I lay in a tomato field with the rest of our battalion, we kept alive by eating

tomato's raw or boiled in our Billy cans.

Once the beach head had been established and the town of Salerno taken, we moved in to
take over the Port and Docks, it was the job of the Beach Group to see that

reinforcements and supplies were kept moving.

I was billeted with Captain Martin in the town centre where he had an office; during

October he was moved to Bari, another Port in Southern Italy, myself and a Clerk were

sent with him.

Bari was a lovely seaside resort, with a pier on which we had our N.A.F.F.I. canteen,

during our first week there a solitary German Bomber flew over Bari dropping one

bomb, which was a lucky one, it hit an ammunition ship in the harbour, the explosion

blew out nearly all the windows in the town.

We remained in Bari till the middle of December when the clerk and I were issued with
orders to go to Tarranto a little further South. Arrangements had been made for us to

travel via train, however, we missed the train and had to borrow a utility van to motor

down.

We arrived late, it was dark when we reported to the Sergeant he told me to report to
Colonel Cameron to become his batman.
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My first job was to pack his valise, with an instruction issued at the same time not to

unpack my own kit, we would be embarking on a ship early the following day'

Next morning I made the necessary arrangements for both Colonel Cameron's and my

own equipment to be loaded onthe ship, the whole Battalion was on the move again.

We sailed that night, I was given a cabin next to the Colonel to enable me to be available

should he require my services. By this time it was close to Christmas, it looked as if I
was to be at sea again for the festive seasor! we were told that our destination on this

occasion would be Egypt.

Two days out of Tarranto I had to report sick, I had a finger wound which had become

infected, the medical orderly tried to drain the infection by squeezing my furger with

tweezers. This had no effect and the next morning I developed blood poisoning and was

put into the Sick Bay.

Boxing Day came, we docked at Alexandria , the Battalion was being taken out for

Christmas dinner, I was put in an Ambulance and taken to a Field General Hospital at

Suez, I remained there for three weeks.

During this time I met a man from Liverpool and as we got talking he told me his luurle,

Butler, I asked him if he knew a Teddy Butler, it was his brother, who was my Brother in
Law.

On my second night in the hospital it seemed that I was hallucinating; I woke in the night

and saw a vision, the most beautiful face looking down on me, I thought I must have

died, that this was an angel. It was no Angel it was an English nurse, and I had not seen

an English vrolnan since leaving England!

I was discharged after three weeks and given two weeks leave in Cairo, where I met some

men of my old unit, the 17m Battalion. I had.the last laugtr, they were in transit to the Far

East and I was on my way home with the l8n Battalion

I enjoyed the rest of my leave, we had our photographs taken in Gari, in a horse drawn

carriage.

A couple of days later we were recalled to the unit, transport had been sent to take us

back to camp, when we arrived the place was in turmoil with rumours of where we were

being moved.

The most popular theory was that we were going home, the rumour was so strong thatthe

Sergeant called us on parade, informing us that if he heard anyone spreading these silly
rumours they would not be going home with us!!
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A week later I had instructions to pack Colonel Cameron's and my own kit bag something
about us going home!

The following daywe embarked at Suezonto atroopship ofthe Castle Line. We sailed
up the Suez Canal to Alexandria where we picked up more passengers, and sailed into the
Mediterranean on our way home.

What a wonderful thought, on our way home to see our families, at that time we did not
know what we were going home to, perhaps we would not have been so happy. We
stopped at Gibraltar for one day but were not allowed on shore, then into the Atlantic
Ocean agatn, the time was March 1944.

On arrival at Greenock we were taken to a camp in Ayrshire near Ayr, there was a large
house on the camp which was taken over for the Officers Mess, so I was billeted in the

room next to Colonel Cameron.

I went into Ayre and was able to phone Tarbock Post Office; I asked Nellie Crosby, the

Post Mistress, to tell Vera that we were in Scotland and asked her to arrange for Vera to

be at the Post Office that evening so that I could talk to her, how wonderful it was to hear

her voice again.

The following week I arrived home on two weeks leave. I arranged to meet Vera on
Lime Street Statiorl but the train went into Exchange Station, I walked to Lime Street,
spotted Vera and Dorothy waiting for me, I dropped my kit bag and ran towards them but
Dot hid b€hind her Mother, she did not know me. However, before we arrived home she

was sat on my knee hugging me.

The first person I saw in Tarbock said to me "nice to see you, when are you going back?'
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Chapter Ten

Normandy and tD' Day

After returning to Alrshire, life began to take on a more normal pace, or so we thought,

the only inconvenience was the fact that all our transport had been left in Egypt, as a

result all our rations were delivered to us and there were no trips out.

However, about a week later we were told to pack ready for another move, this time by
train.

We left Prestwick Station at 9.00 am and were taken to Chichester in East Sussex, to be

billeted in Chichester Baracks. Colonel Ralston, Commanding Offrcer, and Colonel

Cameron were safely ensconced in a bungalow in the married quarters, my friend Latry

Carr and I were to remain batmen to these offrcers and were allocated our own room in

the bungalow.

During the month of April all drivers were taken to a place just outside Brighton where

we took over our new allocation of transport. I was issued with a jeep to enable me to

fulfil my duties to Colonel Cameron, but very little transportation was done. In May the

Colonel and I were drafted to a camp in East Harn, it was the largest camp I have ever

seen, there were thousands of troops there.

Having settled the Colonel into his quarters I made my way to another part of the camp

where I was to share a tent with six men. In my pack I carried a large bag of sugar, a few
pounds of tea and atin of milk which was used to make the Colonels tea. On my frst day

I realised how careful I would have to be with my belongings when the tea, sugar and

milk were stolen.

One Friday in May the Colonel issued me with a weekend pass to enable me to go home;

he also gave me my train fare, at 5.00 pm that evening I reported to the Guard

Commander, showed my pass and thought of home! He looked at me, tore up the pass

and said "Sorry mate, the camp has been sealed, no one in and no one out".

The following Monday we packed and marched out to the docks where we boarded a

troopship and sailed out through the Straits of Dover under shellfire from the French

coast. The Escort destroyers put up a smoke screen as we sailed safely through to the

waters of Southampton where we joined the biggest armada of ships ever seen.

We stayed there for several days, during the night of the 5th. June we set sail for
Normandy, France in a huge convoy of ships all shapes and sizes, ours was a Freighter.

A shiver of fear quickly followed by excitement - we were,on our way!
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Just before first light on 6n June we were ordered to stand to in fulI battle order which

meant our large packs on our back, gas masks on our chests, ammunition pouches and

side pack, rifle and bayonet. The ships ofthe navy were steaming past us when all hell

broke loose, the guns of the Cruisers and Battleships had opened up and were firing onto

the beaches of Normandy. In return the shore batteries were firing at us, several small

landing craft were hit as they made for the beaches.

We received orders to go over the side down the scrambling nets and into the small boats

bobbing about in the water below. As we climbed down I could hear splashes in the water

zls men dropped their rifles, other bigger splashes of men falling into the water.

My only thought as I clambered down the netting towards the waiting boats was not to

a.op my rifle and to hang ontight to the nets. It was extremely difficult to judge when to

let !o, i reached the boat, then we were offtowards the beaches into what sounded like

bedlam.

I made it safely offthe craft, and obeyed my orders to report to the Beachmaster, he sent

me to a Sergeant who saw my shoulder flashes and said "You're on the wrong beach son'

but stay here for now and help dig".

The beach groups job was to stay on the beach to keep reinforcements coming tluough; in

order to achieve this we had to dig slit trenches for ourselves. Later that day I was

instructed to go fi.rther to the right of these positions to join up with the Durham Light
Infantry beach group.

Some time later I finally caught up with my own Sergeant Major who gave me a blasting,

thrust a field post card into my hands and told me to flll it in as soon as possible because I
had been reported missing in action.

Fortunately they managed to stop any report of my being missing before they sent word

to Vera at home.

All through that first night we worked to get men and machinery ashore with breaks for

tea and hard biscuits.

By 7th. June the assault troops were well inland, they had all reached their first days

objectives, we moved offthe beach onto the grassed areas beyond.

Later that day we moved into more permanent quarters in a small lane just offthe beach.

A large hut which had housed the Germans had been found undamaged with a large hot

water urn, we moved into this and tents were erected, here we stayed until a port had

been captured that was suitable for use by our big ships. The large hot water urn became

our teapot, it was always full of tea!
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We were there for a week when we received orders to move into a village called Graye

Sur Mer; Colonel Cameron was billeted in a nearby house that had previously been

occupied by German Offrcers. I was given a room in the building to enable me to look
after hirL a port had been opened up a few miles further up the road where our lads

would be working, but living in Graye Sur Mer.

Just down the road there was a large house named Rayon De Soleil which translated

means 'Rays of the Sun', an elderly couple lived there and I became very friendly with
them. On the evenings I was not on duty I was invited to their house to play dominoes

with the old man. There was no electricity so I got one of the motor mechanics to fix up

an old headlamp that I could clip on to the battery of my Jeep, it gave suffrcient light for
our domino games.

The old chap bred rabbits for food, he had quite a few hutches in his garden, on several

occasions we had rabbit stew for an evening meal.

An old barn in the main street had been turned into a Cinema" this was operated by our
unit. We had a change of film about once a month.

We had been there for a few weeks when about the middle of July Colonel Cameron
summoned me to his office to inform me that he had received a signal that Vera was ill. I
was to go home on seven days compassionate leave. I got ready immediately and he

drove me to Arromanches there I eventually boarded the ship that was to take me home to
England.

I waited two days for a ship going to the U.IC we sailed into Newhaven where I caught a

train to London &om there atrainto Liverpool, the journey took three days from leaving

Graye Sur Mer.

At the Pier Head I attempted to catch the last bus but it was full; the Clippie asked where

I was going, and where I had come from. When I told her Tarbock and that I had

travelled fromNormandy; she put several people offthe bus to make room for me and

my kit.

I finally a:rived in Tarbock about 9.30 pm walked down to the council house were I
lived and knocked on the door. Vera opened the door, she nearly fainted when she saw

me, she had no idea I was coming home, Dorothy was in bed fast asleep.

When I saw Vera I knew she had lost a lot of weight she looked really ill, but it was a

tonic for her to see me. The following day we went together to see the Doctor, he was

concerned for Vera and unsure exactly what was wrong. He had arranged for her to see a

specialist, we waited for the appointment.

At the end of the seven days I tried to get an extension but was turned dowU never the
less I stayed two more days, they could only punish me when I got back, and that would
be worth the extra two days!
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In Ishmailia Egypt February 1943 - myself and my friend Bob Grimes
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On leave in Cairo 1944 - I am at the back of the carriage
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I knew I had to return to my unit and eventually set offfor Lime Street StatiorU on arrival
there I was immediately stopped by a military policeman who asked to see my pass. He
examined my documents then said because I was returning to camp he would let me
proceed.

I travelled down to Newhaven there I waited two days for a ship to take me back to
France. On arrival at Arromanches I was told to hitch hike back to Graye Sur Mer.

Two weeks after I arrived back I was told to see the duty Officer who had received a

report from Liverpool that I had overstayed my leave by two days, he let me offwith a
caution!

A few weeks after I returned we were moved agarn to the port of Couselleus Sur Mer, it
made life easier for the lads who worked the ports.

By the end of August we were on the move again, Colonel Cameron received orders to

go to Post En Bessein, to organise a rest camp for the forward troops. I went with him to
assist where possible. When we arrived a Flail tank travelled in front of us down the cart

track to make sure there were no mines in our path. As it happened it did explode a mine

which blew several flails offthe vehicle.

The Colonel set up Headquarters in an old farm house, where a Sergeant and platoon of
troops were already ensconced.

My fist task was to dig a shelter for the Colonel and erect a tent over a trench, which I
had previously dug for him. We were there about a month, and when the frst batch of
troops came to rest the Colonel handed the camp over to another Ofiicer, we then made

our way back to Couselles Sur Mer.

Very soon after our return Colonel Cameron received orders to return to the U.K. to
report to the StaffCollege at Camberley. I packed all his equipment and took him to
Arromances to catch his boat for England. It was sad saying goodbye to him, we had

been through such a lot together.

When I returned we had orders to move to Boulogne by road, it took two days to get

there, and the Battalion took control over the port and docks. My new post was Signals
Runner, working with the teleprinter operator ready to take signals wherever they had to
go, unless they were outside the unit, in which case the despatch rider took over.

We received a signal late one night with a high priority, the despatch rider Jack Davies a

friend of mine from Rainhill set offon his delivery. It was midnight and a bleak dirty
wet night when he went offwith the signal, he never returned, he was found the next
morning at a railway level crossing; he had been killed by a train. I felt responsible for
sending Jack out that night, but my Sergeant said it as unavoidable, the message had to be

delivered.
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About three weeks before Christmas 1944 we moved again this time to Calais to work the

ports there, again I was to be the signals runner.

Whilst in Boulogne I made friends with a French couple who often invited me to their

home for a meal; I still have a photograph of the couple, I tried to find them when I went

back in 1984, but they were untraceable.

About a week before Christmas I was on night duty sitting alongside the teleprinter with
the operator about 6.am when I saw my service number coming up on the teleprinter

with a priority to it.

I was to be sent home immediately as Vera was seriously ill agaia I took the message to

the Duty Officer who told me to prepare to go home, meanwhile he took care ofthe
paperwork.

Later that day I was on my way to Dieppe I was to await a ship to take me to the U.K. It
was a two day wait in a transit camp, worrying about Vera The first night I went into

Dieppe and called at the RT.O's Office to see ifthey could tell me how long I would

haviio wait, the person I saw was TomEdwards he lived in Halewood village.

He did not know when the next ship was due, but promised to show me around the town

that evening. V/e had a nice night out together talking about old times etc. The following

day I was sEnt to the docks , a ship was in and would be departing within a few hours-

We sailed in the evening and arrived outside Newhaven in thick fog we had to wait till it
cleared before we could dock.

A lighter came alongside to take offsome V.I.P. and they decided to send me with them;

t caugtrt an early train to London and then on to Liverpool, I arived in Tarbock early

er"rring, being Decernber it was dalk. I knocked onthe door, Vera didn't know I was

coming-, we spent a wonderful Christmas together despite the fact that she was ill.
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Chopter Eleven

Compassionate Leave!

I was still on compassionate leave from France, during my last week I had applied for an

extension I had the Doctors certificate to back up my application, Vera was still
extremely i11, we had no idea what was wrong with her she was getting thinner all the

time.

The day came for me to retum I had still not heard from the War Office about the

extension, I left home with my kit at the end of the first week in January. I caught the bus

from Tarbock Post Offrce at 9.30 a.m., arrived at Lime Street Station and reported to the

R.T.O.s Office (Regimental Travel Officer) who informed me there had been no news

about my application for an extension.

The train arrived and I put my kit onto the train and sat down to await my departure. I
felt extremely sad at leaving Vera suffering as she was. The train doors closed, I stood

looking out through the window of the train when I heard a tannoy message "will
4470236 Private Allen report to the RT O Office immediately." I pushed all my kit onto

the platform.

A Red Cap came running and wanted to know what was happening, the train was about

to move out. I informed him that I was Private Allen, he helped me with my kit to the

R.T.O's office. I was informed that he was pleased to catch me in time, he had

received a phone call, I was to go home as my leave had been extended.

I arrived home at mid day and Vera was so pleased, once again I unpacked everything

and settled in. The next morning I received confirmation that my leave had been extended

a further seven days, it was like a reprieve. By the end of the week I received another

letter from the War Of office to advise me of a recommendation they had received from

the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen's Family Association (SSAFFA). I should be allowed to

stay home indefinitely, therefore at the end of January I was transferred to the wartime

Reserve.

My pay and Vera's allowance ceased on the 31st. January I had to find employment. A
travel warrant was enclosed to enable me to return to the Durham Light Infantry depot in

West Hartlepool Durham before the 3lst January, to hand in my kit.

During that last week I packed my kit again and set offfor Hartlepool. I a:rived in the

dark and it was snowing heavily. I reported to the R.T.O. who arranged for me to be

picked up from the station by an Army truck. By this time I was tired and hungry, when

ih. t*.k rrrived at the depot I was given a meal at the cookhouse and a bed for the night

with instructions to report to the Orderly Room at 9.00 a-m. prompt the following

morning.
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By lunchtime I was ready for home still in uniform which I was allowed to keep until I
received my civilian suit. Several days later further instructions were sent from the

Army Medical Unit in Woolton Parkto attend the centre for a final medical and also to
be measured for my demob suit which was sent to my home address several days later via
post.

I was now a civilian and I had to find worh I went to the Gelatine works where I was

welcomed and given my old job back, which meant shift work once again.

We were extremely happy apart from the fact that Vera was still extremely ill and

losing weight. I started to settle down to my old routine, after about two months I
realised that it was going to be diffrcult to settle down in one place having been on the

move from one place to another for the past few years, never staying in any one area for
more than a couple ofmonths.

I tried hard to settle into my job but by the end of April it was clear that the war was

nearly at an end, then on 8ft May the war ended. V.E. Day was to be a general Bank

Holiday for everyone in order to celebrate the end of the six years at war.

Vera, Dot and I decided to go to Southport and celebrate, I knew that my sister Jinnie

would be feeling rather sad because her husband, Bert, was lying in a gtave in Tobruk

Egypt. We invited her and her twin daughters to join us for the day at Southport; we had

a good day.

In August the war in the Far East came to an end, and we Celebrated VJ Day, I was still
employed at the Gelatine Works and for a few months I was working twelve hour shifts,

alternating days and nights. Then in October I was back on the three shift system, we

were back to normal working.

During the war my brother had an accident whilst carrying out his army service, he

was knocked down by an army lorry and injured his leg, this put him in hospital

for twelve months, during which time the Occupational Therapist taught him how to

make leather bags, handbags, purses, shopping bags etc. On his discharge because of his

being unfit for active service he used an old poultry shed as a workshop, and was given a

permit to purchase leather, like everything else it was rationed.

As Christmas was fast approaching he became inundated with orders, he taught me how

to make bags in order to enable me to help him with his Christmas rush.
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Chapter Twelve

New Surroundings

Still in employment at the Gelatine works I went back to twelve hour shifts, alternating

nights and days, in Spring of 1946I became more and more unsettled with the long

shifts.

Bill, my brother, was still busy beavering away with his bag making, trying hard to
persuade me to work for him on a regular basis. Vera pleaded with me not to leave the

Gelatine works where I was on a regular income. I did not listen to her and went to work
for Bill, who by this time had opened a shop in Greenbank Road, which used to be a

dairy; he was making a room at the back of the shop into a workshop, it was in a filthy
smelly condition.

Vera accepted the change ofjobs reluctantly, and came to help clean the place ready for

the workshop; between us we got it clean and fit to work in, but at a cost. Vera

contracted Scarlet Fever, an extremely contagious disease.

Isolation was necessary, to save sending her to an isolation hospital the doctor agreed she

could stay with her mother at Lane End Cottages,I stayed at home in Tarbock and

Dorothy went to stay in Leathers Lane with Vera's sister, until Vera was given the all
clear.

It took six weeks, during which time I visited her daily; she was in a small room at the

back of the house with a curtain over the door and disinfectant sprayed onto the curtain. I
was not allowed past the curtain, I could only speak to her from the other side.

Eventually normality was resumed and we were all back together in our own house in

Tarbock, it was about then that Vera informed me she was pregnant.

In 1941 dwing the war, and before I had gone into the army a young girl, called Ivy, who

worked at the farm with Vera came to see us, she told us her mother - in - law had thrown
her out with her young son. Vera said she could stay with us till she found somewhere

else to live, we let her have the front bedroom.

Now that Vera was pregnant and Ivy's husband had been discharged from the

Nury, we told them we needed the bedroom, they refused to move and tried to get the

Council to stop us from putting them out.

We contacted a Solicitor who advised us to get a Barister tq help. Things became really

uncomfortable for us and the upset of all this caused Vera to have a miscarriage, which in
turn made her ill, she started to suffer with a fallen kidney. The doctor said it was the

trauma of the situation that had caused the problem; he added that he would be willing to
go to court as witness to this. He further added there would be no charge for this!
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Soon after the court case our lodgers were informed they had fourteen days to move out,

they were gone in seven.

Meanwhile, I was beginning to regret leaving the Gelatine works,I did not receive a

fixed wage, payment was by results; many times I had very little money to take home and

realised that I was doing to Vera what my Father had done to my mother.

One day Bill came to inform me he had taken a partner in the business, and no longer

needed me.

With hindsight I think I was glad about this, I managed to get atemporary job on a

building site on a housing estate in Huyton, it was good to be working outside again with

a regular decent wage.

We settled down and went to see the doctor to see if anything could be done about Vera's

health, his advice was that we should try for another baby, the pregnancy would hold

Vera's kidneys in place until such time as she had suffrcient fat on her body for the

kidneys to become normal. Early :fr-1947 Vera was pregnant again.

We had a very mild winter that year until the end of March; at which time we had the

worst frost I had ever known, it was freezing until the end of May. All building came to

a stand still and once again we had no income. I decided to go back to the land. I
managed to secure a job at Court Farm were I had started my working life in the

twenties. It was no longer a dairy farrn, they had sold the cattle during the war because of
feeding difficulties.

The farm was now arable, all fieldwork. Vera was getting better and stronger every day,

my sister Madge and her husband had been living with us for a few months, but had now
moved to a house in Woolton.

Vera wanted to be nearer her sister Winnie as her pregnancy was nearing fullterm; I
applied to Whiston Council for a house in Leathers Lane which had recently been built. I
did not get that house, but another family were moving from an older house in Leathers

Lane and I was offered theirs.

So at the end of Octo&r 1947,just a few weeks away from the expected time of giving

birth to our new child we were on the move.

Vera was in good health, better than she had been for years, and she was delighted to be

moving back into Halewood.

I now had the problem of moving house, this was quite different than it is today. A van

could not be hired and the farms were changing over- from horses to tractors. I borrowed

a handcart from the farm and one weekend moved our home, on the handcart, from
Tarbock to Leathers Lane, it was extremely hard worh by the time the task was complete

I was exhausted but happy!
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Vera and Dot stayed the first night with Winnie, Vera's sister. On the Saturday I moved

all the downstairs furniture, we did not have a lot so I was able to get it on the hand cart

piled very high and tied on with ropes.

On the Sunday I moved the upstairs rooflrs on one load, I was pleased to see it all in our

new home, pulling that handcart loaded &om Tarbock to Halewood, about two miles was

a killer, everything was in place with two weeks to spare before the baby was due.

Early on the morning of the 25th. November 1947 Vera woke me to say that she thought

she was going into labour,I cycled as fast as I could to the District Nurse in Allerton
Road, Woolton. She a:rived at the house almost as sooR as I did.

One long hour later she asked me to bring the Doctor, there were complications. Once

again I cycled to Woolton to Dr. McNicholas surgery in Woolton Street, he arrived and

was attending to Vera by the time I had cycled back home'

At 8 am that morning a baby was born, we were both extremely happy that it was a boy.

At his baptism he was named after a comrade of mine who had been killed inNorth
Africa, Kennetb our family was complete as far as we were concerned at that point in

time.

Christmas came another yeal had passed and 1947 had ended on a happy note.
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Chapter Thirteen

My Friend Dolly

In the spring of 1948 working at Court Farrn, I had a row with my boss Billy Grace, I told

him that he was like my old Sergeant Major in the fu*y, but as I wasn't in the Army now

I didn't have to take that sort of discipline, so he sacked me. That was the one and only

time I have ever been sacked.

I found a new job straight away, working for a dairyman, Jack Williams, in Church Road

Halewood, I was to be his milk rounds man on the new Pre Fab estate in Netherley. I had

a horse and wagon at first, the horse was called Dolly, she knew the round better than I!

In fact she knew all the places to stop whilst I delivered the milk, the houses were all in

rows like streets with a pathway instead of a road dividing thern At each pathway I had

to carry about 20 pints of milk.

Dolly would move on to the next pathway without instruction and wait for me , she also

knew the places where people gave her crusts of bread and as she got near to these places

she would move forward in anticipation of a feed and miss out a couple of rows, this

meant I had to carry the crates of milk back to the rows which had been missed.

Each day started at 5.30 a.m. at the dairy, my frst job was to give Dolly water and a feed;

while she was feeding I loaded the wagon with approximately 30 crates, each containing

20 pints. Dolly ** the, brushed and combed, put in her harness and hitched to the

*ugon. Then it was best foot forward to Netherley. By 6.30 am I was delivering milk to

my first port of call.

The round was finished by 10.30 .a.m. then back to the dairy for 1 1.00 am. Dolly was

then taken to the stable and given water and feed, whilst I unloaded the wagon of the

crates of empty bottles.

There were two types of bottles, wide necked bottles for the local farm milk and the

rurrrow necked bottles of Reece's our suppliers.

We used a bottle washing machine for the wide necked bottles, the others were returned

to Reece's who washed their own.

After lunch at 1.00 p.m. the local farm milk was delivered and bottled, about 2.00 p.m.

Reece's delivered their milk and all were put into the refrigerator for the night.

That was a typical day at the dairy, except for Friday when in the evening I did the round

to collect the weeks milk money.
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On my return to the dairy I cashed up, ily discrepancies were deducted from my wages.

At first when I was new to the job this could be as much as fifteen shillings, a

considerable chunk out oftwo pounds!

I soon became wise to the customers who tried to trick me, and succeeded to some extent;

they held a l0l- note in their hand and as I counted out the change from the money bag

the note disappeared from their hand. They then would swear that I had taken it from
them and put it in my bag. I quickly learned not to trust people, I would take the note and

hold it in *y hand until the correct change had been given.

In the spring of 1949 Bill's business of making bags was going down hill fast, people

didn't want bags anymore, so he diversified. A fum in Liverpool, "Pendletons" had

started making ice lollies. During the war ice cream had gone offthe market because the

ingredients were unobtainable with rationing, some children had never tasted ice creanl

so these ice lollies were a real novelty.

Bill bought a van and took to the streets with ice lollies; it was a success. The demand

was so great he needed help so once again he came to me to ask if I would be willing to
help after I had finished my day atthe dairy. This was extra money, I readily agreed.

One of the jobs I had to do with the van was to deliver ice Lollies and ice cream to shops

in Warrington and Runcorr\ on one ofthe trips delivering, I took Roy Allen, Bills son,

with me for the ride. He was on school holidays and loved to come with me whenever he

could.

We had been to Warrington and were travelling along a country lane on the way to
Runcorn. We were talking to each other when Roy leant against the passenger door of
the van, it flew open and as Roy was falling out I managed to grab him by the collar.
With his feet dragging along the road I finally managed to stop and pull him in. At first
we sat in shock and then saw the funny side of it and started laughing, but it could have

ended quite tragically.

A few weeks later I had put the van into a garage on Higher Road, Halewood to have the

front brakes seen to, one morning I picked up the van from the garage, they told me

everything was alright and the brakes were now in good working order.

I was going along Queen's Drive towards Broadgreen; I had just passed the junction at

ChiIdwaII VaIIey Road when -[ saw a whee( 6ouncrng along rn fonl ofme. I savt it hit
the kerb and bounce into the air then I felt the front of the car drop and heard the screech

of the brake drum as it dragged along the road. I managed to stop and phoned Bill to
come out to me, all the wheel nuts had come offallowing the wheel to come free.

The garage denied all responsibility, they said that all the nuts were securely fitted when
the van left the garage.
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My Dad and I with the ice cream Yan
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That autumn the dairy sold Dolly and the wagon and bought a dandy. This was a

handcart with a flat base, two large wheels and shafts to pull it. So I started the winter
months pulling this dandy around Netherley delivering milk, it was hard work
particularly when the roads were slippery or covered in snow.

The dandy was kept in a farmyard by Gateaue Station, the milk was delivered to the
farm where I loaded the dandy each morning and dragged it round. I had to make three
trips daily because the dandy could only hold 10 crates of milk, any more would have

been too heavy for me to pull. I did this throughout that winter until early sulnmer,

by this time Bill had bought a new van and offered to sell me the old one paying by
instalments, and I could have a share of his rounds. By this time he had a round in
Ellesmere Port as well as Widnes.

Vera begged me not to do this, once more I did not heed her warning, and again I was to

regret my decision. The dandy was the deciding factor for me, I knew I couldn't face

another winter struggling with the cart.

At first things were successful Ken was two years old by this time and he loved the ice
lollies, he also liked me to take him with me when I went to load up at the ice cream
factory.

Vera would come with me, Ken sat on her knee, I would bring them home before setting
offto sell the ice cream and lolly ices.. That first summer things went well, we applied

for and received permission to sell ice cream and ice lollies in the Rivacre Valley Open

Air Swimming Pool at Ellesmere Port, it was decided that Bill would cover this and I
would work the street rounds in Widnes.

This was a mistake, Bill had the new van which was more reliable, whereas my van was

constantly breaking down, so with the repayments for the van and repairs, I was laid off
more often than I was working.

There were fiurny weeks when I had no money to give to Vera for housekeeping, and I
was becoming desperate, so towmds the end of the year I sold the van to the garage who
were doing the repairs.

1949 ended with a very bleak outlook for us, I had no Van, no job, and no prospects. I
vowed that I would always listen to Vera from then on - she was the strong one!

Edgar Lord, who was my cousin and brother in law came to my aid; he had a part time
occupation of window cleaning, he let me help him with this until I found alternative
employment.

Edgar's full time job was working at Ward Blenkinsop Chemical Factory, eventually he

got me a job there. In early 1950, I started there as estate maintenance worker on day
work, I did a variety ofjobs, mixing concrete, laying concrete, clearing drains, all sorts of
maintenance I did this until there was a vacancy as a chemical process worker.
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It was about three months before this happened, one morning I was told to report to Dr.

Dr. Bradley, the Chemist in number eleven shed. He told me I was to be trained on a

project, which entailed a new process, this meant returning to shift work, however I
*orrtA be better offfinancially. Three pence extra per hour shift allowance together with

a further three pence an hour for the increased responsibiiity. This in total meant an extra

twenty five shillings per week, an increase of 25Yo.

After two weeks training the shift work began, 6.a.m. to 2 p.rn-, 2p-m. to 10 p.m' and 10

p.m. to 6 a.m. This included Saturdays and Sundays.

I worked with a Charge Hand and a Chemist whilst on afternoon and night shift and

when on day shift, with Dr. Bradley. I believed it was some thing to do with

Paracetamol. I enjoyed the work, it was interesting and carried a lot of responsibility.

At certain stages of the process Dr. Bradley had to be present because whilst adding

certain chemiials there was a reaction in the vessel, rather like a controlled explosion.

The vessel was known as a Phaudler, a glass lined eontainer, oblong in shape with a lid

which was sealed and clamped, it became airtight when the lid was clamped. The work

had its lighter moments, foi instance on the Saturday night shift we cooked our owrl

supper, i" *"." allowed to use the canteen and cookhouse, I was nominated the shifts

cook.

On Saturday afternoons Vera and I went to Widnes shopping, I usually bought a couple

of rabbits from a butcher on Widnes market, potatoes and vegetables, I would make a

rabbit stew for supper, which was eaten by the five of us on the shift at about 1.00am.

In 1950, for the first time in my working life I had two weeks holiday with pay, Vera and

I discussed what we should do with this. We had no money to go anywhere so it was

decided that I should help out on a farm for two weeks to earn some extra money which

we badly needed, also it would do me good to work in the open air having been cooped

up in the chemical factory.

Jack Tinsley, one of my former bosses, was delighted to have me help with the

harvesting, so for two weeks I found myself back at Yew Tree Farm in Lower Road.

At the end of the two weeks I was back at Ward Blenkinsops, feeling good, Jack Tinsley

asked me to help him out on a regular basis, just a few hours per day whilst I was on shift

work. One week I would work in the mornings and the next in the afternoons.

Vera was happy agaln, I had a steady job with good pay, we were able to take the

children for days out to Southport or New Brighton, when 1950 came to an end it had

been a good year, and 1951 started offexactly the same'
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The next two years looked good, I was settled in a job at last. In November 1952 my Dad
became ilI, at that time both Dad and Mum worked at Woolton Picture House, Dad was

the odd job man and my Mother did the cleaning. He had a bad pain in his side and was

taken to Sefton General Hospital on Smithdown Road, two weeks later he died
unexpectedly.

We had visited him on the Saturday evening and he seemed quite comfortable; the
following day my Mother was working at the Picture house cleaning when a Policeman
came to tell her that Dad had died during the night. I had just started a week on night
shift, I explained to the shift Chemist what had happened, he immediately arranged for
me to have a few nights offto make the arrangements for the funeral. The funeral took
place the following Thursday at St Peters Woolton.

I went back to work that night after the funeral, f was extremely tired and concerned

about my Mother now on her own. One of the jobs I was required to do at night was

pump the liquid chemical from one vessel into another one outside. This was called a

separator, it was alarge vessel on stilts, with a valve and a site glass at the bottonl and

the liquid had to stand for approximately one hour to allow the water to separate from the

chemical.

The valve was then opened to allow the water to run out, keeping an eye on the site glass,

the moment the chemical appeared in the glass the valve had to be closed leaving the
chemical in the separator.

That particular night, I was so pre-occupied with all these thoughts in my mind, I must
have momentarily fallen asleep, and I woke just as the last of the chemical was draining
through the site glass into the drain

I was devastated, I felt sure that was the end of my career, through my own carelessness.

I reported to the Shift Chemist, explaining what had happened, he instructed me to carry
on with the rest of my work and he would make his report.

At 10 am the following morning I had to report to the main offrce to see the Chief
Chemist, Mr Lewis. I went home, told Vera ofthe night's events; she too was worried
about my job.

Qn arrival at Dr Lewis' offrce he asked me to explain to him in detail the events of the

.previous night. I was honest and explained exactly the sequence of events, admitting that
'I had fallen asleep. He listened intently to my account of events, then asked me to wait
outside.

After about 30 minutes of worry I was called back into the office and informed that he

had given the matter careful consideration, and under.the circumstances he considered it
an accident.
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It was his belief that at two in the morning people were at their lowest ebb, and taking
into account that I had been to my Fathers funeral that day he would report the incident as

accidental.

I thanked God for an understanding Chemist, I could hardly believe that I still had a job,
that accident must have cost the company at least f500.00 a phenomenal amount in those
days.

Later that week there was some good news, the chemical had solidified in the drain and

most of it was recovered, and able to be re-used.

In the surlmer of 1952 it was decided that I should transfer to another process, I was
warned that it was dangerous chemical, for which an extra 3p per hour would be paid.

For some weeks all went well, but then I noticed a rash on my arnu it was extremely
itchy, I reported the problem to the medical room. The nurse treated it with lotion, and

then a few weeks later the works doctor took a look. He was concerned because the rash

was now spreading and seemed to be getting worse.

I was immediately taken offthis process and given another job, this meant a reduction in
pay.

The rash persisted, the works Doctor sent for me and said it was obvious that my skin
was too tender and I would have to find alternative employment, I had to go.

My first thoughts were they can't do this to me, it wasn't my fault it was their chemicals.
I was advised to consult a solicitor, which I did, he applied for, and received, Legal Aid
on my behalf.

His first course of action was to send me to a Dermatologist in Rodney Street; after about
two months Ward Blenkinsop's offered to pay f200 compensation, I wanted to refuse,

but the solicitor advised me to accept, he felt I would not get a better offer.

Some time later I received a cheque for f 125.00; when I queried this with the solicitor he
explained that his fee had been deducted.

I contacted the Legal Aid Committee who in turn instructed the solicitor to refund
f75.00 to me, and that he had been quite wrong in making the deduction.

So at the end of 1952I was once again unemployed, however I was able to do casual
work for Jack Tinsley; I did all sorts ofjobs, not least of all digging potatoes on piece

worh I got paid by results!!
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Chapter Fourteen

Cinema, Farm, Thugs, and Parties

It was 1953, I still didn't have a proper job, ever since I had come home from the Army I
had not been able to settle down i., a.ry one job. Just going from one job to another, like
being in the Army going from one camp or Country to another.

I thought at Ward Blenkinsop's that my job was permanent, how wrong I was, now
through no fault of my own I was unemployed once again.

Vera was still at home looking after the house and the children, Ken had started school
and he loved it, Mr Teare was the Headmaster, and the children were still in the old
school.

I carried on with my odd jobs, window cleaning and helping at farms. Mr Rawlinson of
Heys Farm in Lower Road needed a man that could milk, I was back where I had been
twenty years previously the only drawback was the poor pay. We were back on hard
times, it was difficult to make ends meet, but any job was better than no job at all.

At haymaking and harvest time I managed to earn a little extra with overtime, in August
Mother got in touch to tell me that the Picture House in Woolton required a Cinema
Fireman, she had spoken to the Manageress, who asked me to attend an interview.

It was mostly evening work, six nights per week, and Saturday afternoon. There was a
legal requirement for a Fireman's Certificate to be held, I did not have one, to obtain the
relevant document I had to attend Hatton Gardens in Liverpool and apply to the Fire
Prevention Offrcer for a Certificate.

I quickly learnt the rules regarding fne prevention and public safety; then studied a book
which he gave me relating to fire and safety, with the instruction to return to Hatton
Gardens in two weeks time to take a oral examination. I went back to him but he was not
convinced, he gave me another week.

At my second attempt I passed, and was awarded my much needed Certificate of
Competence. I secured the job, but there was one more hurdle to clear; I had to get Mr
Rawlinson to let me finish work at 5.00 PM each evening to allow me to get to the
Cinema for 5.30 PM.

We had just finished harvesting so he gave his permission. I b"g* my working life at
the cinema onTth September 1953, itwas a Sunday evening and the film showing was
called "The Huggets Abroado'. I wore a uniform with the Fireman's shoulder flashes, and
peaked cap.
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Cinema Staff and my family
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My duties were to open the cinema 30 minutes prior to the show, check all exits opened

easily by pushing the emergency bar. Make sure the curtains ran easily on the runners,

check that there weren't any obstructions in any passages.

The secondary lights were checked daily for efficiency, I also had responsibility for
keeping order in the auditorium. A regular visit was made to the projection room during
the performance to ensure that all fire regulations were obeyed.

At the end of each show I made sure all exits were locked and secure, turned off the

secondary lighting and ensured there were no smouldering cigarette ends lying around,

on the floor, in the ash trays or on the seats.

It was an interesting and enjoyable job; I relished the responsibilities that went with it. I
left the farm each evening at 5.00 p.rn cycled to Woolton" then washed and changed into

my uniform.

Vera came by bus later with some food for me, at 5.30 p.m. I opened the Cinema carried

out my checks, ready to be in the foyer as the doors opened.

My role at that point was mainly to watch for known rowdies or anyone who was barred

from the Cinem4 also to watch that children under age were accompanied by an adult,

and to see that the children stayed with that adult throughout the performance.

Usually the show ended between 10.30 and 11.00pm. I then carried out my closing down
checks, lock and make sure the building was secure for the night.

On Saturdays I arrived at 1.30 p.m. ready for the children's matinee at 2.0A p.m. I stayed

until the evening performance ended. Sundays I opened the cinema at 4.30 p.m., the

evening performance started at 5.00 p.m.

I was paid two pounds ten shillings (f,2.10s) per week, during the course of a week I had

one night off. Things ran smoothly but I always worried that something may go wrong at

the farrn, thus making me late for my evening job.

Later in 1953 Vera got a job at Woolton Grange Nurses Training Centre, her hours were

4.p.m. to 9.00 p.m., when she started this new job I had to take sandwiches with me for
my tea. Things were going well, apart from the fact that we hardly saw each other until
bedtime.

1953 came to end with our prospects much better than the year previous. 1954 started in
much the same way, then in March 1954 Mr. Rawlinson dropped a bombshell on us. He

gave me an ultimatum to either finish at the cinema or finish working for him, now that

Spring had arrived he needed me to stay later.
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He gave me to the end of the month to decide. I asked him if he would be prepared to
pay me more to make up for the loss of my cinema earnings, the answer was no!
Vera and I discussed the matter, we decided that it would be hard to make ends meet
without the extra work, but she would leave the decision to me. I decided that if I could
get a decent job that fitted into my plans for working at the cinema I would give my job
up at the farm. Alternatively, if I could not get a decent job then I would give up the
cinema,

About two weeks later I saw an advertisement; Liverpool City Parks and Gardens
required an experienced gardener and tractor driver. I applied and received a reply to go
for an interview. I took a day offfrom the farm to attend; the Deputy Superintendent
interviewed me.

I explained that I had very little experience as a gardener, but could well make up for that
with my tractor driving, I could plough and use most farm implements.

He said I was the type of man he was looking for, because there were two farms that had

been golf links before the war, which now had to be reinstated as golf links. There were
also a lot of allotments in the parks that had to change back to parkland. New schools
were being built and playing fields would be needed; he said he could use me, when did
I want to start,I told him I was required to give a weeks notice at my present mployment.
I began work two weeks later.

I worked from 7.30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. in my new job. I began work at Weston House
Nurseries in Halewood and worked there as a labourer until a tractor was available for
me. Six weeks later found me working in Bowring Park on my own tractor.

The autumn came, I was transferred to the landscaping section for the North of Liverpoof
the areas involved were Norris Green, Walton, Kirkby and Anfield. The foreman a Mr.
Richardson was happy to have me, the tractor driver he had didn't know a thing about
farm implements.

Equally the driver of the tractor was pleased he was to go back to what he was used to,
driving a van.

I was given a great deal of responsibility and soon got used to the men who worked with
me. Although most of the work was similar to farm work some aspects were completely
different. I was a quick learner and soon picked up the new bits.

I liked the job very muclq at last after all those years since the war I had a job I liked and
was prepared to settle in to. Vera was ecstatic because I was happy.

In the sufilmer of 1954 one of the cleaners left the cinema and Mrs Adams, the
Manageress sent for Vera to ask if she would like the job, it meant that Vera would be
working alongside my Mother; it was ideal.
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The working hours were 9.30 a.m. to 12.00pm. Vera gave up the job at the Nurses

Training Centre and began work at the Cinema. Then in the autumn Vera was asked if
she would like to be a relief Usherette for three or four evenings per week; we were both
delighted with this, it meant we would be together in the evenings, we were now in an

ideal situation and financially secure.

There were times in the Cinema when it got a little rough for me; it was in the times of
the Edwardiancraze, when young men dressed Edwardian style. With their Edwardian
style haircuts, they were mostly gangs of hooligans, who caused havoc wherever they

went.

They started coming to the Cinema and were giving me a hard time, on several occasions

I had to evict them because they were spoiling the shows for rest of the viewers. On one

occasion I ended up fighting in the street, holding one down on the floor whilst another

one was kicking me in the ribs trying to make me leave go of his mate. I held on until the

police arrived, they were taken away.

On another occasion I had to evict five of them for flicking lighted cigarette ends auoss

the cinema, they went out peacefully but must have watched which way I went home.

The following night as I cycled down Out Lane in the pitch dark they spread themselves

across the road, I tried to ride through them but they grabbed the handlebars and pulled

me offthe bike. I received a good kicking before they ran off.

The next week they tried to gain entrance to the Cinem4 I did not let them in; Mrs
Adams sent for the police, explained what had happened the previous night; they told me

that because there were no witnesses it was my word against theirs.

There was very little I could do, but the police did move them on, and the Edwardian
craze,like all others before it, soon wore off.

Christmas came, and on Christmas Eve we had a staffparty in the building after the

evening performance. We danced at the front ofthe cinema screen until about 1.00 a.m.

and so another year drew to a close.
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Chapter Fifteen

Porks & Gordens

1955 found us very much where 1954 left off, Vera was now well settled into working at

the picture house with my Mother, she enjoyed working a few evenings each week with
me. What a tear& she the Usherette and me the fireman!

About the same time the trams stopped running in Liverpool, the trams that went out to

the suburbs were run on tracks placed on sleepers on a grass track with privet hedges on

either side. Their destinations were places like Garstorl Woolton, Prescot, West Derby,

Fazakerley etc.

When the trams ceased running the rails were sold to scrap merchants, who cut them up

with burners and removed them. The Parks and Gardens then had the task of removing
the privet hedges and sleepers, ploughing and levelling ready for grass seeding, to make

them into grass reservations, with trees and shrubs.

This was a huge undertaking. My first job with Mr Richardson, the foreman, was to
remove the tram track in West Derby Road. The rails had previously been removed and

it was my task to pull out the old privets with the tractor. I had six men with me, two of
these were instructed to place chains round the privet roots to enable me to pull them out;
the other four men were left to clear up behind us.

The privets were placed in piles ready for carting away to the tip; it didn't take long for
the men to catch on to a way of making some extra money. Passers by asked if they
could take some of the privets for their gardens.

The roots were too old for replanting, the lads were pulling new shoots offthe old ones,

tying them into bundles of ten or twenty, and selling them to passers by, twenty for ten
shillings. The profits each day amounted to two or three pounds; shared between the six

of us it became an unexpected bonus each week!

Once the privets were all removed we began the task of digging up the sleepers, the men

loosened them with spades, and I then pulled them out with the tractor. They in turn
were carted away to the nearest park, in this case Norris Green, to be used or sold to
frewood merchants.

It took until the spring to clear West Derby Road, I then ploughed the land, cultivated it
in readiness for grass seed, trees and shrubs were planted, and so the process continued
with all the other tram tracks.

During that time I worked on the tracks in West Derby Road, Utting Avenue, Childwall
Road, East Prescot Road, and Longmoor Lane in Fazakerley. These were allin the

northern half of Liverpool another team worked the Southern side.
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Towards the end of summer 1955 we completed West Derby Road and were sent to

Longmoor Lane in Fazakerley. There was a children's home in the lane, the tram track

ran past the entrance gates.

During the October school holidays some of the younger boys came out to watch us at

work. One particular boy was fascinated with the tractor; he had a really cheeky grin and

begged me for a ride on the tractor.

I gave him a ride, and after that day he was there every morning without fail, waiting for

me, I became quite attached to hirn

Some time later I asked the Matron if it would be possible to take him home for a

weekend, she explained he never had visitors so there was no reason for him not to come

home with me for a few daYs.

This was how we gained another son, David, who became part of our family just as if he

had been bom to it. By this time Ken was eight years old and David 6 years old.

Vera was working three evenings per week and she worried about the boys at home, but

Dorothy *us 
"o*irrg 

up to her sixteenth birthday and was quite capable of looking after

them whilst we were working.

About that time my hearing was deteriorating, this was brought home one night in the

cinem4 I was standing inside with Vera when a flran came to us and asked what time it

was. I told him the time and he looked at me in a strange way, and walked away

extremely puzzled. I asked Vera what was wrong with hirrl why had he looked at me in

such a strange rnanner. Vera replied o'I'm not surprised, he asked the way to the toilet

and you told him the time!"

I made an appointment to see the doctor, he referred me to the Ear Nose and Throat

Clinic at Whiston Hospital to have me hearing checked out. He told me my hearing could

be cured with an operation Without delay I was booked in to have the remedial work

done.

A few weeks later I found myself in hospital for five days, and at the end of that time,

having undergone an operation I found my hearing was far worse than before the

op"tutiott. I was supplied with a hearing aid, which I have had ever since'

By the end of 1955 the work on Longmoor Lane area was complete, and we had moved

on to Kirkby, our task was to plant trees on a housing estate.

Tlyoughout 1955 and 1956 we constructed grass verges, ploughing, cultivating and

levelliig before planting the trees. In all one thousand trees were planted in Kirkby

during tt ut ti-., 
"ach 

tiee had a supporting stake and ties, by winter there wasn't a single

tree to be found, theY had all gone!
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During 1957 we remained in Kirkby with instructions to replace the trees. This time

instead of planting them on the verges we asked the residents if they would like on in
their garden most agreed, just the odd one refused.

The summer of that year I was sent to the parks where the tractor was fitted with Gang

Mowers, that is five mowers attached to the tractor. I worked all that surtmer cutting the
grass in Wavertree Park, Calderstones, Woolton Woods and Camp Hill. In the autumn I
returned to the landscaping section to work constructing playing fields at the various new

schools that had been built, Gilmoss, Childwall Valley High School, Cardinal Allen, and

several others.

During 1958 two very important things happened in our lives, in February Vera's father

who was 70 years old had Bronchitis and it had turned to Pneumonia; Vera and I had sat

with him when he became unconscious and we were holding his hands when he died. He

was buried in February in a snowstorm.

At the end of school term thatyear, Ken sat for his 11 plus exams and passed. He was

given a scholarship at Wade Deacon Grammar School in Widnes; we were very proud
parents. It meant a little more hardship for us but we were happy for this to happen, it
was necessary to buy him school uniform and other clothes for this school. We were

determined that he should have these things as he had worked hard.

I spent the year of 1958 in Woolton Road, Woolton converting a landfill site into school
playing fields. Allerton Crematorium now stands on part ofthat site!

I bought my first car during that year, an Austin Al0, an old car for f 15.00. We had lots

of fun in that car, we went to South Wales, and had a weekend in York. Travelling back

fiom York it was belching smoke so badly that we were scared to stop in case it would
not start again. Funds didn't run to a mechanic so I went and bought a second hand

engine and fitted it myself outside our home in Leathers Lane. Having completed that job
I discovered it needed a new clutch, which was duly fitted yet again by me.

Unfortunately by the end ofthe year the car was useless and I had to get rid of it.

Another job from Parks and Gardens was the conversion of an old cemetery into gardens

in the Walton area. I carted several loads of topsoil from Kirkby to these gardens. The

old gravestones were broken up and buried under the pathways of the site.

I carted turf from West Derby and helped to lay it. It was called the "Major Lestor
Gardens". From there we did the same sort ofjob to another old graveyard in West Derby
Road, this was called Grant Gardens.

In 1959 we constructed two new gardens in Everton and Shaw Street in Liverpool, both
of which were extremely difficult because of their position on rocky ground on hillsides.

Walton Hall Park, Anfield Cemetery and Anfield Crematorium all saw reconstruction
work and landscaping during the year.
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As 1959 was nearing its end I developed a chesty cougl1 this became so severe I had to

take time offwork. I was home for several weeks, meanwhile Vera continued to work at

the cinema assisting with the cleaning and the evening work as Usherette.

On my return to workthe Transport Manager decided to take me offthe tractor for the

rest ofthe winter, I was given a job as chauffeur for the City Centre Gardens

Superintendent.

My duties were to pick him up from his home in Woolton, take him to the office in St

Johns Gardens in Liverpool, and be available to transport him dwing the day wherever he

needed to go. Then at the close of day I would take him back to Woolton.

It was a different type ofjob; I discovered many of the small gardens and playgrounds in

Liverpool City centre. I did this for several months until the early spring, when I was

retumed to tractor driving.

Working on the Parks and Gardens was far more interesting than being a chauffeur. On

one occasion when working in West Derby on a playing fie1d site a man came and asked

me if I would consider landscaping his garden for him.

He lived just along the road from the school so I accepted and spent several Saturday

mornings, Sundays and my evening offfrom the cinema at his home.

By this time Dorothy was twenty and a staunch member of a Youth Club at the Methodist

Central Hall in Renshaw Street in Liverpool, she also attended the Sunday evening

services there. Whilst in this Youth Club she met a young man and was courting quite

seriously, early in 1960 they came home and said that they intended to get maried very

soon. The wedding was planned for August, which was just a few months away.

The money earned from landscaping then became earmarked to pay for the wedding,

which tool phce at Central Hall Methodist Churctr, the reception was held at the David

Lewis Hotel near the Anglican Cathedral.

Mr Browrt whose garden I had been landscaping was a Coal Merchant, he owned a large

Humber Sceptre Car, and offered to chauffeur us onthe wedding day. In August Dot and

Ha:ry were married in Central Hall and Mr. BrowrU as promised, came to Halewood to

take us to Liverpool in his car.

Dot, Vera, Ken, Dave and I went in his car, as we left Halewood it was raining heavily, a

miserable day for a wedding, but before we arrived in Liverpool the sun was shining and

it turned out to be lovely day.

The photographer was Jim Hudson, a projectionist at-Woolton cinema, who was now

lodging with us. Jim used two cameras, the traditional type andathree-dimensional one.

After the wedding he came to the receptiorl took some more photographs and then went

home to develop the traditional camera photographs.
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Vera and myself with Ken & Dave
Garden fete 1956
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He returned to the reception later that night with proofs of the photographs taken with the

traditional camera. The three-dimensional ones had to be sent away for processing.

After the wedding Dot and Harry went on their honeymoon, on their return they went to

live with Harry's parents in Prospect Street in Liverpool.

Some time later they came to live with us in Leathers Lane until they could get a place of
their own.

Meanwhile I had purchased another car, an ex anny staffcar, and in early July Vera, the

boys and I went on a camping holiday in County Durham. It was Dots 2lst birthday in

July, we wanted to be home for that.
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Chapter Sirteen

The Beginning..

1961 started withthe usual routine, Vera and I still working at the Cinema, my work with
the Parks & Gardens was slowing down, all the tram tracks were completed, as were the
school playing fields.

It was during 1961 that I noticed changes taking place within me, spiritually, I can
remember the day the change began. I was working on a playing field in Meadow Lane,
West Derby, it was a very wet morning, we were unable to work onthe field.

We had a shed on the field where we had our meals, and took refuge on wet days. Ten
men all in this shed, some playing cards, others reading, the shed was full of cigarette
smoke.

I had been working about eight years with gangs of men like this and I could share dirty
jokes and swear with the best of thenr, on this particular day I found myself questioning

this practise, I sat and thought how futile it all was. Why couldn't we just discuss things
together instead of all this filth?

That day I swore to myself that I would never again engage in this sort of thing, and I
never have. This was my first move towards being a ChristiarU although I didn't realise it
at the time.

Sunday evening's Vera and I went to Central Hall in the old car to pick up Dot and bring
her home, sometimes, but not very often, we would join in the Evening Service at the
hall. We got to know quite a few people; all this was before Dot was married.

Towards the end of 1961 Vera was getting increasingly worried about leaving the boys
ontheir own while she went to work at the Cinema; she decided to give up the job as

Usherette and just do the cleaning in the mornings. This meant that we saw a lot less of
each other, and we didn't like it.

In the spring of 1962I was beginning to feel the strain of working sixteen hours a day, I
had been doing this for eight years and was becoming extremely tired. Vera and I
discussed what could be done to resolve this. It was decided that we would be hard
pushed to manage without the money I earned at the cinema.

Ken was now at Grammar School and required a unifornr, football kit; PE kit as did Dave
who was at Secondary School. We decided that the only way was to find another job that
paid more money. Another contributory factor which helped us reach this decision was

that I had now lost interest in tractor driving.
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The landscape work was finished and I was based at Sefton Park, just working round the
park, mainly cleaning up leaves, moving rubbish etc. I was not allowed to help load my
trailer, I was the driver and that is all the union would allow me to do, drive! When I
attempted to assist they said that I would be doing another man out of a job.

So I was seriously looking for alternative employment. I met an old friend whom I had
previously worked with at the Gelatine works twenty years earlier; he told me that they
were looking for experienced men, an interview was iuranged by him- At the interview I
met my old boss who was pleased to see me and immediately offered me a position. I told
Vera it would mean me going back to shift working, we agreed I should take it.

So 1962 saw me back working at the Gelatine works for the third time! At first it was

great to be working just 8 hours per day, which meant I was able to spend more time with
my family. This did not last for long, I was soon doing longer shifts. The pattern of each

shift was eleven hours on days, thirteen hours on night shift, I was earning a lot more

money but at a cost. Less and less time was being spent with my family.

The new Ford factory was nearing its completion in 1963; men were already being
trained in one ofthe hangers at Speke Airport. They were recruiting for the opening of
the new factory; I applied for, and received, an interview.

At the interview I was asked my age, and informed that at forty eight I was too old for
production work but he could offer me a post as Janitor, when I asked him what were the

duties of a janitor, he told me cleaning toilets, brushing floors, etc. I didn't think I was
ready for that so I refused the job.

I remained at the Gelatine works during August. On one occasion I went in to my shift at

7.00 a.m. and worked allday. At 5.00 p.m. the Foreman came to tell me that the man due

to relieve me at 6.00pm was ill and could not make it, would I carry on until they could
get a replacement. I agreed, but no replacement arrived and at7.00 a.m. the next morning
I was still working after twenty-four hours. I then gave him an ultimaturn, I would work
until 9.00 a.m. if no replacement had arrived I would shut down the process and go home.

At 9.00 am the Foreman took over the job and sent me home. I had worked twenty-six
hours non-stop.

When I arrived home I was exhausted and fell asleep instantly; it seemed only minutes
before Vera woke me, it was 5.00 p.m. I had to be back at 6.00 p.m.

Two weeks later I received a letter from Fords asking if I was still interested in working
for thern, if so, would I please get in touch with them as soon as possible.

I made contact immediately to tell them that I was interested. The next letter I received
from them was a request to attend their Medical centre where I was pronounced fit for
work; I left that day with the instruction that they would send for me as soon as I was
needed.
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Later l received a letter asking me to start work on 3rd. September. I gave the Gelatine
factory a weeks notice, they were not surprised. They were losing a lot of men to Fords.

On 1't September I received a telegram stating that owing to unforeseen circumstances
the starting date had been put back and they would let me know when I was to start.

This left me stranded between jobs. An old friend who worked for Unit Construction Co.

who were building the new estate in Halewood offered me a job with him as a flaggers
labourer. I was to be the labourer of the man laying the paving, it was a tough job and I
was glad when I received the letter from Fords giving me a new starting date for October
t963.
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Chapter Seventeen

Ford Motor Company Years

On the day I started at Fords two hundred other men were starting, we were directed to

the large works canteen, at 8.30 a.m. a man came to talk to us, he explained what we

would be doing that day. We were split into three groups, each of which were to attend

several lectures, this took us to lunchtime.

After lunch we all attended a training filrn, this showed a car in the making, from a roll of
steel to the finished car, extremely impressive!

We returned to the canteen where there were representatives from many different areas,

we were advised of our departments, twenty men were allocated to the maintenance

division.

We went to the maintenance representative who gave us each a clock number with a

clock card, together with a padlock and two keys for our personal lockers. There were

various tradesmen, and six janitors. We were taken to the central maintenance shop.

Here we met our foreman, he sorted us out into various shifts and for some unknown
reason I was the only one to be put on day work.

I remained on day work for several weeks, it was only when I asked the foreman about

going onto shifts he said "don't be in such a hurry, you are much better offon days and

you are more use to us on days. You are getting plenty of overtime and you are doing a
good job". The fact was that shift work still paid a lot better wages!

The Ford factory was ready early in 1963. Just before Christmas of that year contractors

were working at the Hanger in Speke stripping out the machinery of the old production

line. The building was now used as a warehouse for storage of parts and tyres.

One afternoon whilst cleaning the Foreman's offrce the phone rang. He answered it, then

put the receiver down. He looked around, when he saw me, called me over and said, '!ou
live locally and your on day work, I want you to report to the hanger in Speke tomorrow
morning at 8.00 a.m. Someone will be there to tell you what to do".

I arrived at the hanger at7.45 a.m. a security man let me in, there were two other men

there who belonged to the Material Handling Department, one of them seemed to be in
charge. He showed me round, where to make the tea, where the toilets were situated, and

finally where the cleaning equipment was kept. The toilets were in a dreadful state so I
started on them fust, cleaned up the security office and all other small rooms.

The main building was vast, I thought I would never get on top of it. Eventually I did,

and I worked out a routine for myself, leaving the part of the building where the

contractors were working tearing out lots of old machinery.
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Later that first day my foreman phoned to see if everything was in hand, gave me

instructions to finish work at 4.45 p.rt and to return to the factory for two hours

overtime. This became my pattern for everyday, except Saturday and Sunday when I
worked at the hanger.

I had my bicycle and that evening I cycled from the hanger to the factory and arrived at

5.00 p.m. I worked at the hanger for six months and during that time the contractors

completed their work.

A1l the parts stored in the hanger were moved back to the factory. I had been working

alone for about three months, on a few occasions my foreman would phone to see if I was

there, he usually phoned at 8.00a.m. but I was always there on time. I often wondered if
he thought he would catch me out!

After everything had been removed four new Corsair cars remained. They were covered

with dustsheets. Some time elapsed and I decided to phone the factory to ask what I
should do with the cars, they replied "What Cars?" Approximately thirty minutes later a

car full of security menarrived to look at the cars. It seemed that they had been covered

up for so-" r"*on and forgotten! The security men then drove the four cars back to the

factory.

By April I had the Hanger spotlessly clean and ready for the company to hand the

building back to the AirportAuthorities. A Maintenanc e Manager came to inspect the

building before it was handed over, he complimented me on my work, and said that he

had reciived good reports from my foreman for the way in which I had handled the

situation without supervision. During April I returned to the factory.

The Plant Engineer called me to his office he wanted to talk to me. He said that I was a

man who 
"ould 

be trusted to get on with my work. I felt pleased with the accolade.

There was a line-marking machine, for painting the many miles of yellow lines around

the factory. These lines marked passageways, working areas and no entry zones'

Two men had been given the task of line marking but both had failed to do the job

successfully. I was allowed to try it, subject to me doing the job satisfactorily it was

mine.

The incentive for me to be successful was a higher rate of pay! I was shown the basics of
the line painting machine, I discovered two very important things.

First the paint had to be the correct consistency, if it was too thin it spread and did not

make u .i.* line, if the mix were too thick the spray gun would block, this meant the

machine did not operate proPerlY.
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The second important factor was the ability to steer in a straight line! There was a guide

on the machine to assist the operator with steering. There were two adjustable discs, these

could be set to the required width of each line. A tray situated between the discs took
away the surplus paint.

I was given the afternoon to familiarise myself with the machine, I had a large roll of
brown paper which was used on the cars for masking whilst painting. The paper was one

metre wide and twenty metres long. I practised all afternoorl keeping a record of the

amount of thinners to the paint mix. By the end of the day I was proficient at paint

mixing and line painting.

The yellow lines in the factory were three inches wide, my instructions were to alter all
the yellow lines to two inches wide. In order to achieve this allthe lines were blacked out

then repainted in yellow.

The programme began with the blacking out, using a quick drying paint. I started to do

this iection by section. It was also my responsibility to paint new lines wherever, and

whenever, the Process Engineers wanted me to. It took nearly two years to complete the

proglarnme.

In addition to working the machine I was also in charge ofjanitorial stores, each morning

before line painting I issued materials to the janitors for their daily jobs. Items such as

gloves, brushes, shovels, mops and buckets, dusters, toilet rolls etc. were dispensed - the

list was endless.

On the home front I was deeply involved with the Church in Halewood. Until 1963 I had

very rarely attended Church, but in that year Ken and Dave, who were both members of
the Church Scout group, brought home a leaflet advising people of an impending Student

Mission to be organised by students from Durham University'

When I read that the students were from Durham I decided to attend one of the services,

hoping to able to talk to the students about Durharn, and my links with the town through

the Durham Light Infantry.

The students were in Halewood for two weeks, they organised three Sunday Services, I
attended all three of these. I realised I had been missing something all these years. I
became a regular member of St. Nicholas Church.

I received a lot of encouragement from Rev. Owen Eva and Mr David Jack, the Lay
Reader for St. Nicholas. Towards the end of 1963 I was invited to become a sidesman. I
accepted, n 1964I attended a preparation meeting for Confrmation. I was confirmed at

Hale Parish Church.

Soon after I was elected to the Parochial Church Council, I held this office for twenty-

eight years. In that same year a Stewardship Campaign was launched. To prepare for this

there was a series of meetings. From these meetings a group of men were chosen to go on

a weekend of training at Southport.
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Alongside the Stewardship Campaign meetings the ladies were in training to become

hostess' at a dinner that was to be organised to launch the campaign.

Four men at the training weekend were chosen to make speeches at this dinner, I was one

ofthese! I had never ever done anything like it before,I was so nervous, I had no idea

what to say. Although I had guidelines, right up to the night before the dinner I was

unable to write the speech.

The night before I went into the living room and sat armed with pen, paper and a blank

mind. i sturted to write, howthe words flowed from that pen! Although I did not know

where they were coming fronr, I was convinced that someone somewhere was writing it

for me.

On the night in question there was a blanket of thick fog, I was glad. I felt that people

would not want to travel to Widnes where the function was to be held. How wrong I was,

somehow everybody arrived at Queens Hall in Widnes and the dinner went ahead as

planned.

I was the last of four speakers, by the time I came to speak I was extremely nervous- I
stood up, looked around, spotted a gentleman sitting comfortably smoking his pipe. I kept

-y "y".-on 
him throughout the speeclr, I do not remernber much about it, only that

afierwards people congratulated me on such a good speech!

In 1964 Ken was thinking about what he should do on leaving school. He applied for an

apprenticeship at Fords, iear the end ofthat sunmer he sat the entrance exam at the Ford

Apprentice school, unfortunately he failed, but only just, ifthey had needed one more

apprentice he would have passed.

Ken decided to stay on at school until something came along. In September the new

intake of apprentices at Fords started and one ofthem had decided not to take up his

place. The ivlanager ofthe training school came to see me in the Maintenance building to

tell me that there was a place for Ken if he still wanted it. I got in touch with the school

to tell Ken the good news and the next week he started at Fords.
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Chapter Eighteen

Changes!

During 1966 my main tasks were working with the line painting machine and looking
after the janitorial stores. I worked for three different foremen who were all on shift work

As each one came onto day shift they became my foremen for that week. I had a twelve
hour shift, finishing at 9.00 p.m. each day. Each shift included four hours overtime; the
production workers did two hours overtime. It was my job to clean out some paint tanks
after the production workers had gone home.

Each year during the holiday period shut down I remained at work mainly painting
yellow lines after the other Janitors had cleaned the floors. This meant that when
production restarted everywhere was clean for them. I took my holidays whenever I was
able.

In the Autumn of 1966 I caught a heavy cold, more like flr1 to try to get well without
having time off work, I took Beechams Powders every four hours. I carried on with the
regular four hourly doses for a week. On the Saturday I went to work feeling very poorly.
I managed to get through the day by taking the powders.

During that night I got up to go to the toilet, I was haemorrhaging. I collapsed in the
toilet but managed to call Vera. The Doctor was called out, he was concerned because I
had lost such a large amount of blood. My blood pressure was low, he phoned for an
ambulance this took me to Whiston Hospital I remained there for six weeks.

On my return to work the foreman put me on light duties to help me to recover. I was
given the job of driving a five-ton lorry around the factory, together with another Inan we
emptied the bins and picked up rubbish.

At Christmas time I went on standby in case of fre, or problems relating to the cold frost
or snow during the holiday period. This meant that I could be called out at any time if it
was necessary. That year I was called out on Boxing Day for two hours, I received extra
pay for being on standby, treble time for the two hours worked and another day off in
lieu! I volunteered for standby for four consecutive years after that.

During the winter months we salted the roads surrounding the factory. We used salt
shovels, this was extremely time consuming so I set to and designed a salt spreader which
was towed behind the lorry. I was awarded f50 for that suggestion.

By this time I had returned to ordinary duties and was back on line painting, plus other
small jobs together with my janitorial duties.
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This was my pattern of work until 1970, when a new Plant Engineer arrived to take the
place of George Page who had retired. The engineer's name was Bill Williams, he came
from Dagenham.

My first contact with Bill was when I noticed him watching me painting yellow lines
inside the factory, he studied me for quite some time, I became a little worried. Was it
that he did not approve of my work? I was soon to find out!

A few days later my foreman, George Dingsdale, told me to report to the Plant
Engineer's office, he wanted to see me. This made me even more anxious.

I antved atlls officewherelhadto wailnnlilhswasready 1o sEE mE,Iifisenminufps
passed before he called me in. On his desk he had a drawing that he wanted me to look at

The drawing was a plan of the inner road fromNo.3 gate to No. 4 gate. This was the
route taken by supplier's wagons to the receiving area bays.

Bill Williams wanted me to paint yellow lines along this road, double yellow in some

places and single yellow in others. I also had to mark out areas for the maintenance
vehicles and machinery outside the maintenance building.

I was issued with a yellow jacket for my own safety, he complimented me on the
standard of my work. It took me three weeks to complete the job, after which time I was
sent to the front of the Administrations building to mark out the Managers car park.

Each manager was allotted a parking space, each space in turn was marked with his or
her car registration, for his or her personal use.

A new visitors car park was prepared, I marked out the lines on there. When the task was
completed I became the relief driver for the two dumpmaster trucks, these carried all the
factory waste to a tip in Kirkby. As I was also able to drive the five ton truck I was able

to take over any one ofthese vehicles in the case of any of the drivers not being available.
This job took me to the end of 1972.

At that time I had some twinges of chest paln, I saw my G.P who sent me to a Specialist
at Broadgreen Hospital. I underwent several tests, these proved inconclusive, however he

diagnosed suspected Angina.

A report was sent to the Factory Doctor who immediately stopped me from driving
company vehicles, my foreman was informed ofthe decision and it was decided I should
be allocated to light duties. My heart sank, I thought I would be back to brushing up.

On the Friday of that week I was asked to report to the Plant Engineers office on Monday
morning at 8.00 a.m. suitably dressed to work in the office.
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I was booked for working the weekend in the factory, thinking that this had been
cancelled I did not report for work on the Saturday. At 8.30 a.m. I received a phone call
from the foreman telling me to come into to work. He wanted to know why I had failed to
show up at 8.00 a.m., I explained, he accepted that it had been a misunderstanding and
booked me in for 8.00 a.m.

I was given a job working with a joiner who was starting the construction of a new stores
area in the maintenance building. This was to be a new tool store for the craftsmen, and I
was eventually to become tool storeman.

I worked Saturday and Sunday with the joiner more as a go-for than anything else. On
Monday I reported to the office dressed in my best suit with collar and tie. The Plant
Engineer, Bill Williams, explained his plans for the stores. I was in charge of this. I
received training for all associated aspects of being a storeman.

I remained on the same higher rate of pay that I received as a driver. For the following
two months I also trained in offrce worl! including typing. My first job was to order all
the tools required for the new stores. It took about four months before the stores were
ready for opening.

The tools were in place ready for issue and a small office area was fitted out for my use,
with telephone, desk and chair; and facilities for tea making. the new store had been built
onto the foremen's offrce, a sliding door joined the two this enabled them to be in contact
with me.

I had the tea making facilities, and before long became the chief tea maker. The foremen
asked me to make their tea on a daily basis.

It wasn't long before I became responsible for any errands, it became quite normal for me

to be out of stores for a high percentage oftime.

The plant Engineer discovered what was happening and told them it had to stop. He
decided to appoint another storemarl and asked for applications for the post.

One applicant was a good friend of mine; he was the driver of the road-sweeping
machine. Tom Kidd was a good man and extremely intelligent, he was ideal for the job.

Tom became the successful applicant, he got the job, when he took over from me the
Plant engineer told him that the weekend work in the stores would be shared with me.
Alternate weekends, him one weekend and me the next, he was quite happy with the
arrangement.

The day Tom Kidd took over the stores I became the Assistant Clerk in the Plant
Engineers offrce, on my first day in this new post I was given responsibility for three
jobs. One was to type the General Foremen's reports from the shifts and have these

completed and on his desk by 10.00am each day.
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A huge notice board had been put up in the conference room of the maintenance area, it
was my responsibility to show the disposition and strength of Shifts A, B, and C, together
with the Day shift plus the Janitors Shifts.

The notice board showed the names of the General Foremen on each shift, together with
the foreman of each craft, e.g., electrician, fitter etc. It was amended on a daily basis to
show who was offsick or on holiday, courses etc. this enabled the Plant Engineer to see

at a glance the strength of all shifts at any given time.

My third job was organisation of the holiday rota for those who worked during the annual
shutdown. Each member of staffhad to submit their required dates to me, company
policy was to allow two of each craft to be offat any one time. My popularity decreased

somewhat with this responsibility, I sometimes had to refuse their request and ask for
alternative dates!

Not long after I started as Assistant Clerk I realised why the Plant Engineer had chosen

me; he summoned me to his offrce one morning and asked me to bring his car round from
the car park.

Having done as instructed he informed me that we were going out for a drive and the
route would be via where he lived. It took nearly an hour to get to his home in Beeston,
Cheshire.

We drove past Beeston Castle and down a niurow lane where we came upon a beautiful
thatched cottage, we got out and he showed me his garden, it looked like a building site.

There were mounds of soil and rubble, he asked if I thought I could do anything with the
garden. My answer was yes, although it would take a few months of hard work.

From then on he arranged for me to work one day a week at his home, on the
understanding that I was willing to see the job through. So every Thursday from then on I
worked out in Beeston. During the week I carried out my duties in the office, on
Thursdays I clocked on at the factory, made his tea or coffee, and at 8.30 a.m. I went to
my car in the car park and began my alternative employment. This went on for several

months.

Bill Williams had a habit of going out each Friday for lunch, he went to various places,

pubs or clubs, invariably he got drunk and was unable to drive. It was early in 1973

whilst working in his office that his Chief Clerk received a telephone call asking for
someone to collect him from Frodsham Old Hall.

The Clerk told me to find Tom Kidd then the two of us were to pick Bill Williams up in
Frodsham together with his car. On arrival at the pub we soon realised that Bill was not
fit for the return journey to the factory, so we managed to get him into his car and drove
him home to Beeston. Tom followed me in his car to bring me back to Halewood.
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Bill Williams House 1978 - before I landscaped it
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Most of that year this became the regular pattern on Friday afternoons, until later in the
year when he was caught by the Police for drink driving. He was convicted and banned
from driving for twelve months.

This posed a problem for travelling to and from work, he gave me the keys to his car and
informed me of his intention to make me his chauffeur for the duration.

Each morning at 6.00 a.m. I collected him from his home, drove him to the office for
7.00am. This meant I had to get up each morning at 5.00 a.m.! Each night I took him
home, I usually arrived home about 6.00pm.

The bonus from my point of view was the use of Bill's car at any time I wanted it. In
September that year the Church organised a Student Mission from Oxford University.
Vera and I had volunteered to have two females, offering them our home as a base from
which they could work.

On l6th September I was driving along ruurow lanes through a small village called Eaton
a motor cyclist pulled out in &ont of me from a side road,I had no chance to stop and hit
him. He came through the windscreen, the glass shattered in my face.

The man lay there unconscious, it was outside Eaton Church, I hammered on the vicarage

door until someone answered. The police and an ambulance were called. While we
waited the vicar's wife tried to clean my face which was covered in blood from the cuts
inflicted by the broken windscreen.

The ambulance came and took the motorcyclist to hospital; we were relieved to learn
that even though he had sustained head injuries he was out of danger. The Police took a

statement in which I assured them that I had been travelling at twenty five to thirty miles
an hour, no more. Having measured the skid marks they agreed with my estimated speed

and I was cleared of any blame that might have been.

Tom Kidd arrived to take us back to the factory; the breakdown vehicle towed the car
away. On my arrival at the factory I was immediately sent to the Medical Unit, and
promptly taken from there to St Paul's Eye Hospital.

The hospital spent some time picking glass out of my face and one eye,I arrived home
wearing an eye patch.

Bill Williams was issued with a loan car until his own was repaired, this enabled me to
continue with my job as chauffeur and gardener.

I remember the date so well because it was the day we had to pick up the two female
students from the Church.

I was glad when the twelve months suspension ended, it was tiring getting up so early
each morning.
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When Bill's car was returned I continued to use the loan car until I was instructed to
return it. About two weeks later Bill sent for me to ask if I had returned the car. I told him
that I was waiting for instructions as to where it had to go.

"Get tiie bloody thing back now it should have been returned two weeks ago!" he
bellowed.

During that sum:ner Vera asked if she could come with me to Beeston for the run out.
When we arrived at the cottage I made a cup of tea then set to work in the garden. I went
back in about 11.00 a.m. for a cup of tea and found Vera cleaning the house. I asked her
what she was doing, she informed me that she could not just sit around doing nothing.

The next morning Mr. Williams wanted to know what had happened, his wife was
delighted when she came home from work that night and found her house sparkling
clean. From then on Vera came each week and carried out her duties as instructed and
was paid accordingly. This pattern continued for a long time, we got to know the local
farmers very well.

There was a dairy farm opposite the house, he let us have milk if we ran short; his brother
lived futher up the lane, he ran a poultry farm. Each week we bought our eggs from

hinr, after a while all the men in the offrce began asking me to bring eggs for thern At
one time I would bring as many as fifty five dozen eggs back with me.

By the end of that year the garden was completely landscaped; I continued to travel to
Beeston each Thursday to maintain the garden. Vera kept on with her role as cleaner.

Bill decided at a later date to have an extension built onto Brookside Cottage, so named
because of the brook that ran alongside the cottage. This had to be piped away before
filling in and concreteing in order for the building work to be carried out. I was given the
job of supervising the two labourers who a:rived to do the job.

A bricklayer followed on from the labourers, he laid the footings, by this time I was
doing a daily trip to Beeston. For the six months I remained at the cottage, the job was
finally completed on Christmas Eve, Bill gave the bricklayer, joiner and myself a
Teasmade for Christmas as a thank you gift.

In the New Year I went back to the routine of going out to Beeston every Thursday, Vera
continued to accompany me!
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Chapter Nineteen

Can it be Fixed?

In 1979 the Editor of the Ford Newspaper, Jack Wales, was doing a 'Jack Will Fix It'
promotion, each month someone's ambitions were realised, the story was then published
in the Ford News. I asked if he could fix it for me to march behind my old Regimental
Band whilst I was still able bodied.

Some months elapsed, I had totally forgotten about our conversation. I received a phone

call informing me of his success in being able to Fix It! I was to march, but not behind
my Regimental Band, in front ofthe massed Bands of the Light Division on Horse
Guards Parade in London.

On 7th June 1979 Vera and I were collected by car, taken to Runcorn Station where Jack

Wales and a photographer met us and together we travelled First Class from Runcorn to
London Euston. A taxi took us to Horse Guards Parade, on entry into the building a

sentry came to attention, saluted me, then we were shown to the reception.

The room was full of reporters and officers; the Regimental Pin up girl was in
attendance! A butler came round with drinks, the reporters were briefed about the pattern
the day would take.

The Publicity Officer had released a press report the previous week, this resulted in the
Liverpool Echo requesting an interview with me.

Radio Merseyside had a reporter there who took me aside to quiz me about the day, there
were photographers everywhere. I now knew what fame felt like - if only for a day!

The occasion was the dress rehearsal for the Light Division to beat Retreat for the Queen
Mother on 14th June. We had a brief rehearsal, then onto the parade ground to march in
front of the massed bands.

During rehearsals Vera sat in a bay window overlooking the parade ground, we were told
she occupied the seat usually taken by the Queen. When I had done my stint I was able to
join Vera and watch as the marching took place.

Ken, Dave, Dot and Harry, Susan and Paul travelled by train to join us, they were outside
on the parade ground waiting for Vera and I, as I walked out the soldiers came to
attention to salute me, this was one of the proudest moments of my life.

The bands formed up at the far end of the Parade ground, I was stood in front with a
Bugler on either side of me. The buglers were twin brothers from Durham!
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The band began to play a march, the order went out to 'quick march'. As the Light
Infantry march at 140 paces to the minute we certainly did just that. The cameras began
clicking; Ken and Dave both had movie cameras for the occasion. When we came to a
halt at the saluting base near the door of Horse Guards, 'stand at ease, stand easy - fall
out' orders were given.

The Ford cameraman asked me to pose with a bugle at my moutl1 then with Paul, my
grandson, looking at my medals. So many photographs were taken that day, I find it
difficult to remember each pose.

The Commanding Officer said how well I had marched, and that it had been an honour to
be in my company that day. He presented me with two tickets for the Beating Retreat
overwhelmed.

The ceremonies ended and Jack Wales gave us our departure time from Euston Station
for our return journey. We had several hours free to spend time in London, we made the
most of the opportunity.

Later we met Jack at the station he guided us onto the train towards the dining car, as we
travelled homewards we were treated to a slap up meal complete with a bottle of
champagne.

We were shown a copy of the London Evening News, which Jack had collected on his
way back to the station. He had been worried that the Pin Up girl would steal the
limeliglrt, he was wrong, there we were on the front page, marching proudly, I was in
front ofthe bands.

Jack seemed as ecstatic as I was at the front-page coverage. The next morning the
photograph was on the front page of the national papers, The Liverpool Post and Echo
and the Durham Northern Echo.

The following month I was the middle page spread in the Ford News, Jack told me it had
been the biggest, most successful event he had covered and it was all thanks to me! He
was glad to be with me, extremely proud of me and happy to share in such a wonderful
day.

I received a letter from the Second in Comrnand Light Division stating I had upheld the
honour of the Regiment. I have copies of every photograph that was taken by the Ford
Photographer. Liverpool Post and Echo furnished me with copies of their day's
accomplishments.

1980 came, and with it the realisation that this was to be my last year at Fords, my 65'h
birthday in June meant I would have to retire this was the rule. Retirement began on the
day of my 65th !
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I began a retirement course in April of that year. The venue for the course was Fords, in
the Administration Block, it took place each Thursday. On this day we were given a free
lunch in the staffcanteen.

My mind is extremely vague about what I actually gleaned fromthis course, I remember
it fondly as fun while it lasted.

When that fateful day in June arrived I felt extremely sad, I had no wish to retire. I was
instructed to stay at home. A chauffeur driven car collected Vera, Dot and me
at 10.00 a.m. Our destination was the Maintenance Building at Fords where all the
craftsmen were assembled.

The Ford photographer was waiting, I was presented with a cheque from the lads in
maintenance, Vera was presented with a bouquet of flowers, then at mid day my friend
Tom Kidd transported us to the Managers Canteen in Bill Williams electric buggy for a
retirement dinner.

Later we returned to Maintenance Building in the office block, all the offrce staffhad
assembled in the conference roorn, Bill Williams and Ernie Coad, the Power and Services
Manager, Head of Personnel together with the photographer, we received another cheque
from the office staffand Dorothy received flowers.

It was a lovely day with many fond memories, a mixture of emotions, happiness tinged
with sadness, I really didn't want to retire.

But I had not furished with Bill Williams and Ernie Coad, Bill still wanted Vera and I to
go each Thursday to continue with the work we had been doing, for which he paid us

both. Ernie Caod wanted us to do the same for him on Friday, this went on for almost a

year.

Later that year Bill Williams had to take early retirement because of his healtlu Ernie
Coad unfortunately had a stroke and died; the last of my links with Ford Motor Company
were gone.
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Chapter Twenty

Church LW

1963 was the year I became a Christian and an active member of St. Nicholas Church.
The following year t964,I was Confirmed at Hale Parish Church, and appointed as

a Sidesman for the church of St Nicholas, Halewood. I was also elected onto the Parish
Council.

1965 found St. Nicholas Church Council discussing the possibility of building a new
Church in partnership with the Halewood Methodist Church in the Leathers Lane area. I
became heavily involved with the project, excited at the thought that if and when the new
church was built it would be shared by the Anglican and Methodist Church in Halewood.

A public meeting took place in the Grange Comprehensive School in Wood Road, I
delivered handbills for this meeting, the aim was to promote the plan for the new
building.

I helped with the canvassing in Higher Road, we asked those who were willing to donate
a weekly amount to help raise the money required for such a big venture. Vera and I took
responsibility for weekly collections from Torrington Drive.

After months of planning, collecting, praying and trust in God the Church was built.
The opening service, which took place in March 1967, was well attended by both
Methodist and Anglican.

St. Nicholas, and St Mary's each appointed six members to form a joint management
group. I was one of the six appointed, and at the first meeting I was appointed Secretary

The first Annual General Meeting took place in April 1967,I was elected to be the first
Church Warden of St. Mary's Church. I held the post of Secretary for twelve years, and
that of Church Warden for 18 years.

I was also appointed as Halewood representative to the new Deanery Synod, and from
there to the Diocesan Synod. 1980 saw my retirement as Secretary, I then became
Treasurer of St. Mary's Joint Council. Two years later I became the treasurer of both
Joint Funds and St. Mary's Anglican Council.

ln 1964 Vera became the Caretaker of St. Nicholas Church and in 1967 caretaker of St.
Mary's Church. Vera cleaned, polished and scrubbed St Nicholas Church for twenty five
years. For many years she took great pride in washing, starching and ironing the
communion tablecloths. Vera continued her work at St Mary's until 1993.
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In1972 St. Mary's appealed to its congregation for more of its members to become
sidespeople, for the fnst time women were allowed to do the job as well as men. Vera
and Ivy Scott were the first women in the Parish to become enlisted, indeed they were the
ftst in the Farnworth Deanery.

Vandals plagued St. Mary's in the early seventies and n 1972 it was destroyed by fire. A
rebuilding committee was formed, of which I was a member, a lot of meetings took place
at my home in Fir Avenue.

1974 saw the rebuilding of St Mary's, after which a Social Committee was formed. I
was a member, and the general consensus was that on Shrove Tuesday and at Harvest we
should meet for a cofilmunal meal.

For the next fifteen years I organised and cooked these suppers, in the latter of those

years I also took on responsibility for cooking breakfast each Easter Sunday for all those

who wished to partake before the Sunday service.

This year, Easer 1999,I cooked breakfast for fifty two people, I received a lot of help
from family and friends.

Since 1989 I have been the Verger for the churches of St Nicholas and St Mary, at the
time of writing this book I remain a Sidesperson, Verger and Booking Secretary for St
Mary's Church.

I maintain the grounds of St Mary's and have done so since 1974. I give limited
assistance with the upkeep of St Nicholas Churchyard.
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Chopter Twenty One

Retirement

June 14ft 1980 was my last working day for Ford Motor Company, except for working at
the homes of Bill Williams and Ernie Coad, as I have already explained in chapter
twenty.

During 1981 with no work to go to it was not necessary to rise early, but years of early
rising meant that by 7.00a.m each morning I was up with the lark and walking my dog
round the country lanes of Halewood.

Vera always had breakfast ready for me when I returned about 8.00 am. I filled my day
by doing odd jobs around the house and garden.

About this time, my son Dave was busy building an extension on a house in Hunts Cross
Avenue at Woolton. The owner, Mr Ghumbia, asked Dave if he knew anyone who would
consider tending the garden, pruning the roses and cutting the grass.

Dave asked if I was interested in a job as gardener, I jumped at the chance, and together
we went to meet Mr. Ghumbia; he explained what was required and an agreement was
reached, I would do as much as I could, and they would pay me f2.00 per hour.

The garden was a challenge, the house had been a semi detached and Dave was busy
working to make the two houses into one. Because it had been two separate gardens there
were three levels, the back garden was extremely low and very wet.

Ideally they wanted a garden allat one level, I spent many months rotivating, levelling,
and laying thirty tons of top soilall of which had to be wheeled from the front of the
house to the back. It was a challenge! When that was complete I made rose beds and a
patio. A garden path was laid to enable them to peg washing out without having to tread
on the garden

The front garden was my next task, I ordered three hundred square yards of turf &om the
turf farm in Frodsham. I formed rose beds and flower borders in the front garden.

In all it took six months of working five days a week, weather permitting, to complete the
site, during that time I was allowed to order any machinery, soil, plants etc that I felt
necessary and Mr Ghumbia settled the bills.

Once the garden was finished I maintained it by going one day a week to mow the lawn
and weed the borders. They were extremely pleased with the finished job.
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The Ghumbia family owned an ice cream factory in Liverpool, each month I went to the

factory to collect my wages, I was always furnished with sufficient ice cream to last for
the month, vanilla flavoured blocks and chocolate ice cream.

There were several other Asian families in the Woolton area, two of the Khanijou family
who lived in Hunts Cross Avenue asked me to do the same work on their garden
as I had done for Mr Ghumbia. Their gardens were much smaller and I was able to dig
them over with a spade, the level was not too bad, I soon had them ready for turfing.
Forty square yards in each leaving flower borders as requested, it took one month for
each garden.

Another family who lived offMacketts Lane asked me to have a look at their garden, a

Mr. Mattq he wanted a panelled fence with concrete posts and plinths, thirty two six foot
panels in all! He also required a patio at the back with a paved path all around the house.

The back garden was six inches below the patio level it required eighty tons of soil to
level it up. Luckily enough I had a willing helper it my grandson Paul, he had finished
school for the surlmer and between the two of us it took two fuIl days to transport the soil
front to back.

Dave helped me with the concrete posts and plinths, it was necessary to rotovate the front
garden, which was high at the road end of the garden and low at the house end. I had to
move approximately twelve inches of soil from one end of the garden to the other. In
order to contain the soil Dave built a retaining wall at the house end of the garden.

Once the levelling was complete I ordered, and laid, 150 square yards ofturf leaving a,
area for a rose bed to create some colour. The job took six morths to complete, after
which I worked one day per week doing general maintenance.

6ft June 1984 was the 40th. Anniversary of 'D'Day inNormandy; Ken and I had planned
to attend the Services in Normandy. A ferry was booked, but unable to find
accommodation we decided to take the tent and camp.

Ken found a Camp site in Courselles Sur Mer, where I was billetedn1944. We sailed
overnight on 3rd.lune from Newhaven and arrived in Dieppe at 4.00 a.m. on the 5tr. We
drove to Courselles reaching our final destination at 6.00 a.m.

Ken reported to reception, and booked us in. I showed Ken all the invasion beaches I had
landed all those years ago, we also visited Bayeau, Caen and Arromanches, which was
where the prefabricated harbour was situated, the harbour was built in England and towed
across the Channel with the invasion fleet.

On the 8th.June we drove to Boulogne to find the area where I had been billeted n 1944.
It was a three hour drive, and eventually we found the place, which was being converted
into luxury flats. It was only as we were leaving we spotted a sign saying that this had

formerly been the site of a prisoq I had been billeted in a prison!
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In Normandy I was one of the four thousand veterans who paraded proudly on the
outskirts of Arromanches as we waited for the Queen of England to arrive. When HRH
arrived we marched into the town sqrure past the saluting base where the Queen took the
salute. Later we formed a huge square for the Queen to review us all, it was a wonderful
few days, Ken managed to get some good photographs of the occasion.

On the evening of 8th. June we were back on the ferry sailing for Dover, from there we
drove to East Sussex where Ken lived; I stayed the night and travelled home by train
from Euston Station the following morning.

After that I continued to maintain the four gardens until the end of 1986. Early in 1987 I
was working in Ghumbia's garden when a num pulled up in his car and asked me to lend
him a spade for a few minutes. He was surveying a plot of land opposite to Ghumbia's
and he needed to test the soil.

He worked for a site clearance company, they were clearing the site ready for building
worh he also bought and sold topsoil.

We sat and talked for a while the outcome of which was that he asked if I would have a

look at his garden in Sandfield Park, West Derby. He wanted to make some alterations
and would appreciate my advice, I wrote down his address and promised to make
arrangements and go.

The following week I went to see the garden. He wanted a panelled fence erecting, some
new flower borders creating and a general clean up, he showed me his empty greenhouse,
asked if I could do all these jobs and at the same time put the greenhouse to good use. I
assured him I was able, returned home and once again enlisted the help of my grandson
Paul.

The fencing panels, concrete ptinths and posts were purchased, we started the job in
earnest. I dug the fust three holes without any trouble, then on the fourth hole having dug
down about twelve inches I struck solid rock.

We tried digging either side to see if we could clear the obstruction, but it seemed there
was a ledge of rock under the garden, we hired a pneumatic drill to try and break it up.
Paul took charge of that job whilst I continued with other jobs.

After a full week of drilling we were able to erect the posts, one thing for sure those posts
are firmly fixed into the ground, embedded in rock, never to be removed! The job was
completed in five months, we were coming into Autumn. I felt lucky to have the job in
Sandfield park; the Khanjouia's had moved from Woolton and needed another job doing,
which was to keep me busy.

I travelled to Sandfield Park every Thursday to maintain the garden, his next door
neighbour was Craig Johnston who played for Liverpool Football Club; his wife usually
looked after their garden but she was pregnant and about to go into hospital to have the
baby.
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Mrs Johnston asked me to look after the garden whilst she was away, I agreed to do this,

and divided my time between the two gardens. After the baby was born she asked if I
would consider doing the garden permanently, I continued gardening there until 1988

when they put the house up for sale.

The Johnson's bought a house in Heswall, and Craig asked me to go over and look at the
garden. The house was more like a mansion with huge garden together with a tennis
court. I was undecided whether or not to take this oru he promised to pay my travel
expenses and a wage of f,2.50 per hour, I accepted, once again I was working a five day
week.
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Chapter Twenty Two

Sad Times

Craig Johnston started to have a lot of alterations done both inside and outside the house,
laying a marble floor in the lounge and hall, knocking walls down, altering rooms,
painting and decorating.

On the outside he had the long driveway laid with red tarmac, he seemed to be quite
huppy with the garden as it was, no alterations there! This went on for nearly ayear,
never without some contractor or other around. Near the end of the first year when all the
alterations were complete he informed me that the house was up for sale he was going
back home to Australia. Then one morning I arrived to find his dog was in a large crate
being picked up to go to the airport ready to fly to Australia, the dog was going ahead of
them.

A week later on my a:rival I found his wife Jenny sitting in the garden crying. I asked
why she was upset, she said they had spent a full year going through the hassle of
contractors and such like, and now the house was almost finished they were leaving, she
was heartbroken.

A few weeks later the house was under offer and the new owner was coming to look
around on the following Saturday, could I be there as the man who was buying the house
wanted to see me.

I arrived on the designated day, I took Vera with me for the ride. The new owners name
was Patrick, having looked around the house and garden he came to talk to Vera and
myself. He asked if I would be happy to work for hinl he liked the gardens and thought I
was doing an excellent job.

The arrangements for working on Patrick's behalf were the same as I had previously
agreed with Craig Johnston, the only difference was that I was to do two days work
instead of one.

The Johnstons left for Australia, I said farewell to them and then returned to the house to
welcome Patrick and Barbara Hickey to their new home. They came with a Housekeeper,
a Nanny, and a year old son, Sean.

Very soon after they moved in Patrick wanted changes making to the garden, he liked
roses, he wanted more rose beds. There was an area at the far end of the tennis courts
which needed levelling and turfing, he also wanted a play area for Sean.
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Patrick had an account with a garden centre in Heswall, I was instructed to use the

account for anyhing I needed, I did not have to ask, I was to get whatever was required.

Paul was on vacation so I asked him to help, Patrick agreed to pay him. Once again I
found myself ordering turf in huge quantities, I also set to and laid a footpath complete
with steps leading to the tennis court.

Patrick was impressed with my work, he asked me to increase my time to three days per
week, I gave up my other garden jobs, this enabled me to concentrate on Patrick's garden.

The driveway to the house was at least two hundred yards long, with a high grass bank
either side with large trees surrounding the whole garden. During Autumn a lot of my
time was taken clearing leaves.

That first Christmas in 1989 at Patrick's house was a revelation to me, on Christmas Eve
the Housekeeper called to me saying Patrick had left a parcel for my collection. I went up
to the house, with the parcel there was an envelope, it contained my wages together with
an increase of fifty pence per hour in pay which was back dated for a month There was a
waxed jacket and a further fifty pounds.

I forgot to mention that Patrick was American and Barbara was English, two lovely
people. I also got on extremely well with the Housekeeper and Nanny.

During the early months of 1990 I spent my time pruning trees and preparing for the
spring. Early in the summer I planted lots of bedding plants, cut the grass and carried on
with the general maintenance of the garden. By this time Sean, the baby, was following
me around like a shadow, everywhere I went,I made a liule garden for him showing him
how to tend his plot, we became lifelong friends.

Patrick's mother came from America that year for a holiday, her name was Lamorne, I
was to call her by her Christian name, we got on very well, each morning she called me
up to the house where we would have tea and a chat. This always took about an hour as

we talked a lot. When she returned to America I missed our happy moments together.

Everything went smoothly the rest of that year and the following one. When Christmas
1990 arrived Patrick gave me a cheque for one hundred pounds, a calor gas heater for our
home, and several bottles of perfume for Vera. He also supplied me with enough after
shave to last a lifetime. Their business was manufacturing perfume, they owned the
company known as Larome, Echoes.

1991 was much the same as 1990,I had a regular routine which kept me busy, mowing
the lawns, keeping the borders and shrubbery's weed free. The drive was regularly swept
and cleaned, summer bedding plants were positioned, then in the Autumn the planting of
spring flowering plants and cleaning up leaves meant I was busy all year round.
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Christmas 1991 found me receiving yet more perfume and aftershave, together with a
cheque for two hundred pounds as my Christmas present.

Patrick's Mother came again in Spring 1992, she stayed for several months, we resumed
our little talks over cups of tea during her stay, then things started to go wrong. The
Housekeeper said that there was an uncomfortable atmosphere in the house between
Patrick and Barbara.

By the end of that year they had separated, Barbara bought a new place called Raynor
House in Burton a few miles away, not too far from Ness Gardens. Barbara moved out
from Garthlands just before Christmas and took Sean with her and Patrick was
devastated. The Housekeeper left and the Nanny went with Sean and Barbara to their
new home.

In the spring of 1993 Patrick told me that the house was too big for him now that he was

alone, he had put the house up for sale. Patrick's Mother came again that year, she spent
the summer there with Patrick. As the summer drew to a close Patrick found a young
couple who wanted to purchase the house.

About that time Barbara contacted me, she wanted me to care for her garden. I went to
Raynor House, it was rather a big house with a lot of roonr downstairs, several upstairs

and two bathrooms. Her huge two acre garden definitely needed some hard work and

tender loving care, I agreed to work two days a week.

The work began irirmediately, Paul came with me to help with the pruning and digging
together with a general clean up to give me a head start.

Later that year Patrick bought another house in Tower Road, Heswall. It was situated
about two miles further up the road from Raynor House. He took me to see the garden, it
was a shambles. Both the house and the garden needed a lot of work before he could
thi*of living there.

We took a good look at the garden, drew up a plan of action, and decided to start work as

soon as possible. Most of the garden was overgrown with gorse and brambles, the shrubs
were overgrown.

I cleared the gorse and bramble, pulled out the old shrubs together with several small
trees, we discovered an open air swimming pool in the garden which was full of rubbish.
This was cleared, it took me until November to complete the clearance job, then I began
levelling the plot.

Several tons of soil, and square metres ofturf later it was looking good, just before that
Christmas the contractors had virtually finished their-work and Patrick was able to move
in to his new home.
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Landscaping the Dell at Raynor Houseo the garden which had been buried
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Six months later Patrick put the house on the market, he found a job in America and

retumed to his homeland. In the spring of 1994 I said goodbye to Patrick, we still
correspond, he sends me birthday cards and Christmas cards, and Patrick's Mother also

keeps in touch.

This meant that I only had Barbara's garden to maintain, it was proving to be a huge
undertaking, quite by accident I discovered an old English garden buried in rubble and

compost, we had no idea that it was there.

All through the winter of 1994I worked gradually clearing this garden, I felt like an

archaeologist, as I uncovered paths and sandstone walls, it was an exciting challenge.

The 'secret garden' was at the end of the big lawn and in a dell, stone steps led down to it
and there was an arbour.

In the spring of 1995 I turfed the sloping bank and various areas in the new garden, I also

made other alterations to the main garden, still doing my two days a week.

Without warning n 1997 her business crashed, this meant we had to make alterations to
our existing arrangements. The Nanny had to finish and I had to cut my hours drastically.

About the same time Vera took ill and I decided to give up work all together to look after
her. Ten days before Christmas Vera was unable to eat or drink, her throat had closed up
she was taken into Broadgreen Hospital. The doctors were concerned because she was
dehydrating, three days before Christmas they decided to operate. She was transferred to
the Royal Hospital in Liverpool to undergo an operation to stretch her gullet.

I was assured the operation would only take half an hour and after it Vera would be able

to drink and eventually eat. After an endlessly long one and a half hour wait the Doctor
came to me and said there were complications. Instead of stretching, the throat had torn
and her lungs were filling with blood. I was panic struck, however, God answered my
prayers, and later that evening the bleeding stopped and the immediate danger was past.

A tube was fitted into Vera's neck to enable her to be fed with liquid food, we stayed in
the hospital over Christmas, I stayed with her night and day right from the start of the
problems. It was near the end of February before we came out of Hospital.

Her condition deteriorated fast, she could not eat or drink, nor talk and only walk when
assisted. We brought the bed down into the living roorn, with a commode to save her
struggling up the stairs. By this time she could no longer walk and had to be pushed about
in a wheel chair.
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At the end of August that year I had a heart attack and was admitted to Whiston Hospital,

whilst there I developed a problem with my gall bladder, an abscess had developed and

burst within the bladder. Tubes were inserted to drain the poison away, at one time

Dorothy and Dave were called to the hospital because staffthought I would not survive

the night.

However, I did survive and at the beginning of October I was discharged. Within a week

of coming home Vera was back in hospital with pneumoni4 sadly four days later she

died.

I have been writing this story for the past four months to help me come to terms with her

loss, I know I never shall, I miss her terribly, I loved her so much. We had been together

for sixty six years, how can I come to terms with the loss?

It was Vera's death that prompted me to write this narrative.

This is the end of our story, although still here I am just waiting until we are together

again,I know one day we will be, of that I am certain.

I want to take this opportunity to thank all of you, my family, for your support during this

dreadful year.

MAY GOD BLESS YOU.
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ADDENDUM

About my Father

In the early chapters ofthis story you may have the impression that my father was a cruel
man, this was not the case. My father was a hard working and caring family man who
loved his family.

His trade, Master baker, meant that he worked unsociable hours, he started each day at

2:00arn, and because he worked in Garston he walked three miles to work, he had to rise

at 1:00am and finish work at midday.

He had a weakness, he liked to drink, which caused a lot of problems for my mother, but
she stood by him and tried to help him.

He was a disciplinarian, and punished us when we did wrong, he taught us the difference

between right and wrong, honesty and dishonesty, he also taught us punctuality.

Everything he did was out of love for us, he was proved right, my brother and I rarely got

into trouble with the authorities because of his teachings, we were rarely if ever late for
work in later years.

With hindsight, despite the punishment received, we admired him and loved him; he was

a good father.

About my Mother

Most mothers in those early days had large families, there were no family planning

clinics or birth control methods. My mother bore 10 children in all, one died as a baby

with a wasting disease for which there was no cure, two others, twins, were lost in a

miscarriage, seven of us survived.

She had a hard life, bringing up a large family during the worst depression ever known.

Through World War one she worked whenever she was able.

How she survived such a hard life we will never know, but she did, and you her family
will always remember her as your Gran or Great Gran. You all know what a kind and

loveable person she was, always thinking about her family, always remembering

birthdays no matter how many there were.
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About Vera's Father

I can only write about the things Vera told me and what I know from working alongside

him for some ye1ps on the farm. He, like all men in those days worked hard, he was a

quiet shy man. He did not drink, but his weakness was smoking, he was a chain smoker.

He never disciplined his children, indeed he protected them from their mother when she

disciplined thern. He loved football and when he was not working on a Saturday he

*orrid go anywhere to watch footbalL he would walk for miles to see a local match

although he never ever went to a professional football match.

His main hobby was fishing, he would fish for hours at one ofthe local ponds, many

times we had to go looking for him after midnight to persuade himto come home.

He worked at Rawlinsons Farm in Lower Road; I first met him in 1934 when I went to

work there, at the same farm where Vera was in service. We got on quite well and I soon

learnt that when working alongside him I had to be prepared to work very hard to keep up

with him.

Vera thought the world of him, he retired from the farm at 65 years of age and they

moved from the Lane End Cottages into a bungalow in Lower Road, he did part-time

work for a while until he became ill with bronchitis from which he died. Vera and I were

with him as he died. It was 1958 and he had reached the age of 72.

About Vera's Mother

Again I can only write about what Vera told me and from what I know from the time I
first met her, she was a small, but strong wolnan. She was a disciplinarian of the

household; it was she who taught the children right from wrong and honesty.

She worked hard mainly in the home and rarely went out to work. I frst met her when I
was invited to her house for tea one Sunday evening after milking at Court Farm. I was

about 17 years old and it was the first night that I met Vera. I got on very well with her.

It was a year later that I went to her house agatn. She was a good neighbour, always

willing to help others with their shopping etc.

In her later life she developed der.nentia and after Vera's dad died we all took turns

looking after her, she died in 1963.
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About Vera

Vera was born in 1917 :r;rthe Barracks Cottages, Lower Road, Halewood, a few years

later the family moved into Lane End Cottages which was a farm cottage.

At the age of 11 years whilst still at school, she was put into service, working in a large

house in Church Road near where the Stonehenge roundabout is now.

She slept at the house and each morning was woken up to light all the fires, she helped
preptre breakfast and washed the breakfast dishes before going to school and after school

she walked back to work again until bedtime.

Her duties were to wash all the dishes used during the day, filIthe coal buckets and make

ready the kindling for lighting fires the next morning. She had to help the Housekeeper to
prepare the evening meal, and was allowed one evening offand one Sunday every two
weeks. At the age of 14 she ran away from this house to go back home, she was about to

leave school at that time.

Her mother found her another job "in service" at Rawlinsons Farm in Lower Road. Her

duties were to look after their three children and in particular their young son who was

three years old. Other duties included washing on a Monday and general housework at

all times. She had Wednesday afternoon and evening offand every second Sunday

afternoon and evening.

I have written about her life from this point on in previous chapters of this book.
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